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2011/12( 17.5m( 35,740( 99.8(
2012/13( 17.7m( 14,310( 99.9(
2013/14( 18.2m( 6,802( 99.9(
2014/15( 18.7m( 2,676( 99.9(














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































( 2011/12( 2012/13( 2013/14( 2014/15( 2015/16(
1(year(prior( !( !( !( !( (
2(years(prior( !( !( !( ( (
3(years(prior( !( !( ( ( (


















































































































































































































































































































































































































No( 310,166( 49,318( 359,484(
Yes( 5235( 1897( 7132(

























No( 333,884( 345,285( 679,169(
Yes( 6857( 10,130( 16,987(
























































































































































































































































Age((years)( ARFA( 55.36( ref( J(
ARNFA( 49.97( <0.001( J(
NAFA( 56.86( <0.01( J(






ARFA( 72.4( J( ref(
ARNFA( 69.1( J( <0.001(
NAFA( 37.1( J( <0.001(






ARFA( 0.194( ref( J(

















ARFA( 4.07( ref( J(
ARNFA( 3.88( 0.001( J(
NAFA( 2.17( <0.001( J(
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N185( chronic(kidney(disease(stage(5( 373( 3.68(
F103( alcohol(withdrawal( 344( 3.40(
K703( alcoholic(cirrhosis(of(the(liver( 320( 3.16(
F100( acute(intoxication(from(alcohol( 276( 2.72(
N390( UTI(site(not(specified( 172( 1.70(




R074( chest(pain(unspecified( 140( 1.38(
J181( lobar(pneumonia,(unspecified( 133( 1.31(
G409( epilepsy,(unspecified( 126( 1.24(
R296( tendency(to(fall( 113( 1.12(
R55X( syncope(and(collapse( 112( 1.11(
J441( COPD(with(acute(exacerbation( 108( 1.07(
C900( multiple(myeloma( 106( 1.05(
C349( malignant(neoplasm(bronchus/lung( 105( 1.04(






















F100( acute(intoxication(from(alcohol( 356( 5.19(




T432( poisoning(by(unspecified(antidepressants( 118( 1.72(
K703( alcoholic(cirrhosis(of(the(liver( 106( 1.55(
J181( lobar(pneumonia,(unspecified( 99( 1.44(
I48X( atrial(fibrillation(and(flutter( 92( 1.34(
R568( other(and(unspecified(convulsions( 92( 1.34(
R074( chest(pain(unspecified( 89( 1.30(
R55X( syncope(and(collapse( 84( 1.23(
S099( unspecified(injury(of(head( 75( 1.09(
S008( superifical(injury(head( 70( 1.02(
S018( open(wound(of(head( 70( 1.02(
K920( haematemesis( 68( 0.99(
K852( alcoholJinduced(acute(pancreatitis( 67( 0.98(























R104( other(and(unspecified(abdominal(pain( 4114( 1.19(










N390( UTI,(site(not(specified(( 3370( 0.98(
N189( chronic(kidney(disease,(unspecified(( 3316( 0.96(




K029( dental(caries,(unspecified(( 2302( 0.67(




H269( cataract,(unspecified(( 1627( 0.47(
C900( multiple(myeloma( 551( 0.16(








































NANFA( 308,969( 1,197( 0.36( 1,434(( 374,023(
ARNFA( 4,547( 688( 13.14( 853( 6,858(
NAFA( 49,167( 151( 0.31( 760( 349,807(
ARFA( 1,730( 167( 8.80( 763( 10,130(
















































( Total&number&of&alcohol&diagnoses&per&person& Total& Median&
1& 2& 3& 4& 5& 6& 7+&
Female( 247( 138( 65( 42( 21( 9( 2( 524( 2(






















F100(acute(intoxication( 116((8.45)( 44((8.40)( 0.971(
F101(harmful(use( 251((18.28)( 75((14.31)( 0.041(
F102(dependence(syndrome( 349((25.42)( 139((26.53)( 0.622(
F103(withdrawal(state( 117((8.52)( 35((6.68)( 0.186(
F104(delirium( <5((<0.36)( <5((<0.95)( 0.366(
F105(psychotic(disorder( <5((<0.36)( <5((<0.95)( 0.284(
F106(amnesic(syndrome( 7((0.51)( <5((<0.95)( 0.516(







K700(alcohol(fatty(liver(disease( 15((1.09)( 6((1.15)( 0.922(
K701(alcoholic(hepatitis( 21((1.53)( 17((3.24)( 0.017(
K702(alcoholic(fibrosis(and(sclerosis(of(the(liver( <5((<0.36)( <5((<0.95)( 0.825(
K703(alcohol(cirrhosis(of(the(liver( 140((10.20)( 59((11.26)( 0.499(
K709(alcoholic(liver(disease,(unspecified( 73((5.32)( 28((5.34)( 0.982(
T510(toxic(effect(of(ethanol( 19((1.38)( 23((4.39)( 0.000(
T511(toxic(effect(of(methanol( 0((0)( 0((0)( J(







G621(alcoholic(polyneuropathy( <5((<0.36)( 0((0)( 0.284(
G721(alcoholic(myopathy( 0((0)( 0((0)( J(
I426(alcoholic(cardiomyopathy( 5((0.36)( 0((0)( 0.167(
K292(alcoholic(gastritis( 10((0.73)( <5((<0.95)( 0.713(


















































& NANFA& ARNFA& NAFA& ARFA&
0( 292,704((94.4)( 4,567((87.4)( 38,711((78.5)( 1,480((78.0)(
1( 11,047((3.6)( 504((9.6)( 2,616((5.3)( 265((14.0)(
2( 5,812((1.9)( 68((1.3)( 7,248((14.7)( 90((4.7)(
3( 165((0.05)( 82((1.6)( 56((0.1)( 55((2.9)(
6( 438((0.1)( 5((0.1)( 687((1.4)( 7((0.4)(
















































Disease&type& NANFA& ARNFA& NAFA& ARFA& Total&
Acute(MI( 1366((4.40)( 27((5.16)( 249((5.05)( 10((5.27)( 1652((4.51)(
Congestive(heart(
failure(
1208((3.89)( 38((7.26)( 361((7.32)( 21((11.07)( 1628((4.44)(
Peripheral(
vascular(disease(
651((2.10)( 8((1.53)( 219((4.44)( 8((4.22)( 886((2.42)(
Cerebrovascular(
disease(
3036((9.79)( 87((16.62)( 415((8.41)( 27((14.23)( 3565((9.72)(
dementia( 325((1.05)( 5((0.96)( 68((1.38)( <5((<2.11)( 398((1.09)(
COPD( 2460((7.93)( 68((12.99)( 617((12.51)( 58((30.57)( 3203((8.74)(
Rheumatoid(
disease(
394((1.27)( 0((0)( 374((7.58)( <5((<2.11)( 768((2.09)(
Peptic(ulcer(
disease(




Diabetes( 716((2.31)( 40((7.64)( 127((2.58)( 26((13.71)( 909((2.48)(
Diabetes(with(
complications(
155((0.50)( <5((<0.76)( 61((1.24)( <5((<2.11)( 216((0.59)(
Hemi/paraJplegia( 87((0.28)( <5((<0.76)( 24((0.49)( 0((0)( 111((0.30)(
Renal(disease( 331((1.07)( <5((<0.76)( 999((20.26)( 5((2.64)( 1335((3.64)(






165((0.53)( 82((15.66)( 56((1.14)( 55((28.99)( 358((0.98)(
Metastatic(
cancer(
438((1.41)( 5((0.96)( 687((13.93)( 7((3.69)( 1137((3.10)(























































Self(harm( 71( 3.74( 0.4( <0.001( 9.35(
Assault( 15( 0.79( 0.24( <0.001( 3.29(
Nutritional(anaemias( 61( 3.22( 1.24( <0.001( 2.60(
Neurological(disorders( 258( 13.6( 6.02( <0.001( 2.26(
Respiratory(conditions( 538( 28.36( 13.36( <0.001( 2.12(
Malnutrition( 17( 0.9( 0.44( <0.005( 2.05(
Diabetes(mellitus( 324( 17.08( 8.39( <0.001( 2.04(
Circulatory(system(disorders( 875( 46.13( 26.7( <0.001( 1.73(
Dermatological(conditions( 133( 7.01( 4.29( <0.001( 1.63(
Cancers(attributable(to(
alcohol(
41( 2.16( 1.37( <0.01( 1.58(
Mental(health(conditions( 312( 16.45( 11.36( <0.001( 1.45(

























































































































































































































































































( 2011/12( 2012/13( 2013/14( 2014/15( 2015/16(
1(year(prior( !( !( !( !( (
2(years(prior( !( !( !( ( (
3(years(prior( !( !( ( ( (





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No( 34,566( 112,698( 149,663( 149,696( 446,623(
Yes( 17,368( 24,929( 337( 276( 42,910(














ARNFA( NAFA( NANFA( Total(
No( 41,038( 123,982( 149,810( 149,808( 464,638(
Yes( 10,896( 13,645( 190( 164( 24,895(
Total( 51,934( 137,627( 150,000( 149,972( 489,533(
Prevalence(rate(end(stage(
ARLD(per(10,000(people(
2098.0( 991.4( 12.7( 10.9( (
%(end(stage(ARLD(/(all(
ARLD(






















ARFA( ARNFA( NAFA( NANFA( Total(
No( 34,566( 112,698( 149,663( 149,696( 446,623(
Yes( 8,347( 13,617( 224( 238( 22,426(
Total( 42,913( 126,315( 149,887( 149,934( 469,049(
Incidence(rate(ARLD(
per(10,000(patients(







ARFA( ARNFA( NAFA( NANFA( Total(
No( 37,796( 118,473( 149,759( 149,789( 455,817(
Yes( 5,117( 7,842( 128( 145( 13,232(
Total( 42,913( 126,315( 149,887( 149,934( 469,049(
Incidence(rate(ARLD(
per(10,000(patients(
1192.4( 620.8( 8.6( 9.7( (
%(end(stage(ARLD(/(
all(ARLD(





























Total(patients( 51,934( 137,627( 150,000( 149,972(
%(deaths(within(5(years( 15.9( 8.7( 13.5( 5.2(
5(year(mortality(rate(per(
10,000(patients(


































ARFA( ARNFA( NAFA( NANFA( Cox(regression(
based(test(
"2(
<=44( 0.988( 0.995( 0.997( 1.000( p<0.001(
45J54( 0.950( 0.973( 0.981( 0.997( p<0.001(
55J64( 0.920( 0.945( 0.962( 0.992( p<0.001(
65J74( 0.879( 0.914( 0.933( 0.978( p<0.001(





































Age(group( ARFA( ARNFA( NAFA( NANFA(
Cox(regression(
based(test,("2(
<=44( 6.27( 2.35( 1.28( 0.17( p<0.001(
45J54( 3.06( 1.69( 1.18( 0.20( p<0.001(
55J64( 2.60( 1.85( 1.27( 0.27( p<0.001(
65J74( 2.31( 1.70( 1.29( 0.42( p<0.001(
























































































































































































































































































( 2011/12( 2012/13( 2013/14( 2014/15( 2015/16(
(
ARFAs( 51,934( 50,397( 52,344( 52,450( 54,369(
ARNFAs( 137,646( 134,331( 137,672( 133,950( 136,015(
NAFAs( 1,078,057( 1,088,068( 1,117,771( 1,158,458( 1,187,312(
NANFAs( 5,920,231( 5,948,081( 6,037,747( 6,175,522( 6,277,248(



















( 2011/12( 2012/13( 2013/14( 2014/15( 2015/16(
(
ARFAs( 72.252( 69.793( 71.260( 69.744( 71.025(
ARNFAs( 191.498( 186.031( 187.423( 178.116( 177.683(
NAFAs( 1499.829( 1506.836( 1521.701( 1540.425( 1551.039(
NANFAs( 8236.421( 8237.339( 8219.616( 8211.715( 8200.253(




ARFAs( 97.79( 94.21( 97.17( 96.56( 99.24( 1.48(
ARNFAs( 259.19( 251.12( 255.58( 246.61( 248.26( J4.21(
NAFAs( 2029.96( 2034.01( 2075.10( 2132.79( 2167.17( 6.76(
NANFAs( 11147.70( 11119.21( 11208.87( 11369.49( 11457.69( 2.78(







































( 2015/16( 2014/15( 2013/14( 2012/13( 2011/12(
ARFA( 5.55(( 4.84( 4.58( 4.62( 4.47*(
ARNFA( 4.70( 5.81( 5.80( 5.67( 5.00*(
NAFA( 3.39( 2.96*( 2.87**( 2.80b( 2.72a(
















































( 2015( 2014( 2013( 2012( 2011(
ARFA( 5.38( 5.97( 5.79( 5.55( 5.64(
ARNFA( 1.31( 1.42a( 1.40b( 1.39c( 1.39d(
NAFA( 5.98( 8.27( 8.00( 7.68( 7.33(












































( People( 54,369( 35,083( 29,157( 25,664( 23,462(
( OBDs( 1,402,600( 558,690( 405,115( 324,527( 276,594(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
remaining/year( 25.80( 10.28( 7.45( 5.97( 5.09(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
attending/year( 25.80( 15.92( 13.89( 12.65( 11.79(
ARNFAs(
2,360,670(
( People( 136,015( 47,415( 42,080( 37,773( 35,473(
( OBDs( 962,718( 440,281( 367,600( 310,374( 279,697(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
remaining/year( 7.08( 3.24( 2.70( 2.28( 2.06(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
attending/year( 7.08( 9.29( 8.74( 8.22( 7.88(
NAFAs(
4,245,975(
( People( 150,000( 85,307( 68,249( 59,874( 54,570(
( OBDs( 2,225,528( 746,807( 519,425( 410,467( 343,748(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
remaining/year( 14.84( 4.98( 3.46( 2.74( 2.29(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
attending/year( 14.84( 8.75( 7.61( 6.86( 6.30(
NANFAs(
1,263,796(
( People( 150,000( 47,104( 40,884( 37,895( 35,066(
( OBDs( 497,028( 252,341( 200,834( 168,978( 144,615(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
remaining/year( 3.31( 1.68( 1.34( 1.13( 0.96(
( Mean(OBDs/person(























( 2011( 2012( 2013( 2014( 2015(
ARFA( 4.90a( 4.76( 6.02( 5.88( 6.42(
ARNFA( 5.01a( 4.47( 4.66b*( 3.56cd( 3.41ef(
NAFA( 3.13( 3.34*( 3.83b**( 3.67c*( 3.88e,†(




















































3.44cd( 3.47c*( 3.36d*( F=885.03(
(4,219610)(
NAFA( 6.69( 7.97e( 7.86e**( 7.60**( 7.31( F=54.28(
(4,292644)(
























( People( 51,934( 33,256( 27,080( 23,247( 20,548( 3,053,774(
( OBDs( 1,249,020( 562,356( 482,638( 400,399( 359,361(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
remaining/year(( 24.05( 10.83( 9.29( 7.71( 6.92(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
attending/year( 24.05( 16.91( 17.82( 17.22( 17.49(
ARNFAs(
( People( 137,646( 47,176( 42,906( 39,402( 37,085( 2,591,243(
( OBDs( 838,358( 445,018( 472,787( 426,388( 408,692(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
remaining/year( 6.09( 3.23( 3.43( 3.10( 2.97(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
attending/year( 6.09( 9.43( 11.02( 10.82( 11.02(
NAFAs(
( People( 150,000( 82,008( 65,496( 57,626( 51,301( 4,766,892(
( OBDs( 2,206,405( 841,003( 673,622( 555,806( 490,056(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
remaining/year( 14.71( 5.61( 4.49( 3.71( 3.27(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
attending/year( 14.71( 10.26( 10.28( 9.65( 9.55(
NANFAs(
( People( 150,000( 46,575( 42,786( 40,693( 38,667( 1,556,443(
( OBDs( 479,807( 273,835( 283,390( 264,794( 254,617(
( Mean(OBDs/person(
remaining/year( 3.20( 1.83( 1.89( 1.77( 1.70(
( Mean(OBDs/person(




















































& ARFA& ARNFA& NAFA& NANFA&
Day(case(spells(( 40,959( 51,795( 509,345( 158,919(
Elective(inpatient(
spells(








202,797( 195,921( 312,965( 111,224(
Total(people( 51,934( 137,646( 150,000( 150,000(
Average(cost(over(5(
years(per(person((
£38,189( £9,837( £32,714( £6,743(
Estimated(actual(cost(
for(all(2011/12(
England(inpatient(
admissions(during(
2011/12((
£764,288,591(
(
£392,345,044(
(
£14,462,468,679(
(
£11,336,025,882(
(
(
(
( (
Chapter(8((Prevalence(of(alcohol(related(frequent(attenders(in(England,(2011J2016,(and(their(patterns(of(health(service(
use(and(cost(to(the(health(service((
186!
(
(
8.4! Summary)
(
8.4.1! Prevalence)of)ARFAs)in)England)
Between(2011J(2015,(between(52,000(and(54,000(ARFAs(were(admitted(to(
hospital(each(year(in(England.(This(is(equivalent(to(a(prevalence(rate(of(
approximately(70(per(10,000((0.7%)(people(admitted(to(hospital(in(England,(for(
each(of(the(5(years(of(data;(and(equivalent(to(97(per(100,000(people(in(England(
each(year.(The(European(Union((European(Commission,(2008)(defines(rare(
diseases(as(those(affecting(fewer(than(5(per(10,000(people.(While(ARFA(is(not(a(
disease(in(its(own(right,(these(figures(suggests(that(it(is(certainly(not(a(rare(
condition.(Rates(of(alcoholJrelated(frequent(attending(remained(fairly(static(
across(the(5(years(2011J2015.(
(
8.4.2! Patterns)of)service)use)before)becoming)an)ARFA:)results)from)the)
2015/16)cohort)
Prevalence)
Results(from(the(retrospective(2015/16(study(demonstrated(that(the(majority(
(63.8%)(of(ARFAs(in(2015(were(new(ARFAs((with(no(previous(record(of(being(an(
alcoholJrelated(frequent(attender(between(2011J2014).(The(obverse(is(that(
more(than(a(third(of(ARFAs((36.2%)(have(a(chronic(history(of(alcohol(related(
frequent(attending.(Even(amongst(new(ARFAs,(more(than(half(had(had(a(
previous(admission(for(a(wholly(attributable(alcohol(diagnosis(in(the(previous(4(
years.((
(
Average)length)of)stay)
In(the(index(year((2015/16)(ARFAs(had(the(longest(average(length(of(stay(
compared(to(the(control(groups.(In(years(preceding(the(index(year,(patients(
who(were(identified(as(ARNFAs(in(2015/16(had(statistically(significantly(longer(
average(lengths(of(stay(than(the(other(groups,(closely(followed(by(ARFAs.(Prior(
to(the(index(year,(average(length(of(stay(within(groups(remained(relatively(
stable(across(the(years(between(2011J2014,(but(in(2015/16,(a(shift(in(average(
Chapter(8((Prevalence(of(alcohol(related(frequent(attenders(in(England,(2011J2016,(and(their(patterns(of(health(service(
use(and(cost(to(the(health(service((
187!
(
length(of(stay(occurred(within(the(ARFA(and(ARNFA(groups(resulting(in(an(
increase(for(ARFAs(and(decrease(for(ARNFAs(in(average(lengths(of(stay(
compared(to(previous(years.(This(could(suggest(a(change(in(membership(of(the(
groups(and(potentially(a(transition(occurring(from(ARNFA(status(to(ARFA.(
Comparison(of(average(lengths(of(stay(for(ARFAs(and(new(ARFAs(showed(no(
significant(difference(in(length(of(stay,(so(the(shift(in(average(length(of(stay(seen(
for(ARFAs(and(ARNFAs(in(the(year(prior(to(the(index(year(is(unlikely(to(be(due(to(
new(ARFAs(joining(the(cohort.(
(
Average)number)of)spells)
Comparison(of(average(number(of(spells(for(the(2015/16(cohort(in(the(years(
prior(to(the(index(year,(showed(that(patients(identified(as(NAFAs(and(ARFAs(in(
2015/16(had(statistically(siginificant(greater(number(of(mean(spells(per(year(
than(nonJfrequent(attending(groups,(with(NAFAs(having(more(spells(on(average(
per(year(than(ARFAs.(The(mean(number(of(spells(per(year(for(the(2015/16(
cohort(remained(relatively(static(in(years(2011J14.(This(again(reinforces(the(
chronic(nature(of(ARFAs(and(demonstrates(an(extended(length(of(time(over(
which(ARFA(admissions(are(impacting(on(NHS(services.((
(
Occupied)beddays))
Calculation(of(total(and(mean(occupied(beddays((OBDs)(allows(the(combined(
effects(of(average(length(of(stay,(mean(spells(and(total(patients(to(be(compared(
across(groups(in(the(years(prior(to(the(index(year.(When(average(length(of(stay(
and(mean(spells(are(looked(at(in(isolation,(small(differences(between(ARFAs(and(
NAFAs(are(observed.(However,(their(combined(effects(as(seen(in(OBDs,(
demonstrate(a(more(stark(difference,(with(an(average(ARFA(accounting(for(
more(than(10(additionals(beddays(per(year(per(person(compared(to(an(average(
NAFA.(This(reinforces(the(point(that(the(longer(average(length(of(stay(for(an(
ARFA(has(a(significant(impact(on(the(burden(borne(by(the(NHS(of(frequent(
attending(patients,(even(though(NAFAs(are(admitted(more(frequently(on(
average(than(ARFAs.((
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(
8.4.3! Patterns)of)service)use)after)becoming)an)ARFA:)results)from)the)2011/12)
cohort)
Average)length)of)stay)
The(increase(in(average(length(of(stay(seen(for(the(2011(cohort(over(subsequent(
years(could(represent(the(development(of(an(increasingly(chronic(and(complex(
picture(for(ARFAs,(requiring(longer(lengths(of(inpatient(care,(The(reduction(in(
average(lenth(of(stay(for(ARNFAs(during(the(the(corresponding(time(period(
suggests(a(different(clinical(picture(for(ARFAs(compared(to(ARNFAs.((
(
Mean)number)of)spells)
Looking(at(the(mean(number(of(spells(over(the(5(year(time(period(for(2011(
ARFA(and(ARNFA(cohorts,(shows(that(from(2012(onwards,(the(ARNFA(cohort(
mean(number(of(spells(increased(each(year(to(above(the(threshold(for(
becoming(an(ARFA.(This(perhaps(supports(the(explanation(of(a(shift(in(
characteristics(of(the(ARFA(group(over(time,(showing(a(transition(between(
ARNFA(to(ARFA.(As(demonstrated(by(the(2015(cohort,(the(2011(ARFA(and(NAFA(
cohorts(have(the(greatest(mean(number(of(spells(in(hospital(each(year.((
(
Occupied)beddays)
Analysis(of(mean(OBDs(for(the(2011(cohort(illustrates(a(gradual(reduction(for(
the(ARFA(cohort(across(the(years(unlike(that(seens(for(the(ARNFA(and(NANFA(
groups.(NAFA(also(see(a(reduction(in(OBDs(across(the(5(years.(Within(3(years(of(
the(index(year(the(2011(ARFA(cohort(had(more(than(halved(in(number(while(
their(average(spells(had(modestly(increased.(Again,(as(reflected(in(the(2015(
cohort,(it(seems(to(be(the(increase(in(average(length(of(stay(for(ARFAs(that(has(
the(biggest(influence(on(mean(OBDs(per(person.(This(increase(in(average(length(
of(stay(is(likely(to(reflect(contributions(from(one(or(all(of(the(following(factors:(
increasing(complexity(of(patient,(increasing(severity(of(chronic(illness,(increasing(
complexity(of(social(situation(resulting(in(delayed(discharge.()
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(
Reasons(for(the(sudden(drop(in(ARFA(activity(following(the(index(year,(as(
illustrated(in(the(plot((figure(16)(could(be(due(to(deaths(within(the(cohort,(or(
improvement(in(health(status(within(the(cohort((reducing(the(need(for(hospital(
admission),(however(the(increase(in(mean(OBDs(per(person(shown(in(table(57(
suggest(that(the(remaining(members(of(the(cohort(are(spending(more(time(in(
hospital(each(year(and(therefore(deaths(may(therefore(be(the(more(likely(
explanation(for(reduced(activity(amongstthe(ARFA(cohort.((
(
8.4.4! Estimated)costs))
ARFAs(had(the(highest(average(cost(per(person(over(5(years(at(£38,189,(
followed(by(NAFA(at(£32,714,(ARNFAs(£9,837(and(NANFAs(£6,743.(Taking(into(
account(the(size(of(each(of(the(four(patient(groups(on(a(national(basis,(
extrapolating(these(figures(to(include(all(patients(admitted(in(England(in(2011,(
shows(that(the(cost(for(1(year(for(all(ARFAs(was(£764m(on(inpatient(admissions,(
which(was(higher(than(the(costs(for(all(other(alcohol((ARNFA)(admissions(at(
£392m,(but(lower(than(the(total(costs(for(NAFAs((£14bn)(and(NANFAs((£11bn).((
These(figures(can(now(be(added(to(figure(15(from(earlier(in(this(chapter(and(the(
fully(populated(diagram(is(shown(in(figure(17(below.((
(
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(
(
Figure(17:(ARFA(costs(as(a(proportion(of(total(costs(of(NHS(inpatient(care(costs(
(
The(costs(for(ARFAs(and(ARNFAs(only(take(in(to(account(the(costs(associated(
with(admissions(for(people(who(had(a(wholly(attributable(alcohol(diagnosis.(
Costs(presented(only(take(in(to(account(the(cost(of(the(inpatient(stay(and(do(not(
take(in(to(account(mental(health(inpatient,(community(health,(ambulance,(
outpatient(or(emergency(department(costs.((
(
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9! Discussion)
(
9.1! Introduction)
(
Alcohol(is(a(major(global(public(health(problem,(resulting(in(disability(and(
premature(mortality(as(well(as(impacting(on(health,(social(care,(welfare(and(
criminal(justice(systems((WHO,(2014;(Rehm(et(al,(2009b;(Shield(et(al,(2012;(Lim(
et(al,(2012).(The(impact(of(alcohol(on(health(services(has(been(reasonably(well(
documented(from(the(perspective(of(the(emergency(room((Skinner,(Carton(and(
Haxton,(2009;(Hughes(et(al,(2013;(Smyth,(2011;(McCormack(et(al,(2013;(
McCormack,(Goldfrank(and(Rotrosen,(2014;(Phillips,(Coulton(and(Drummond,(
2016),(but(less(is(known(about(the(impact(of(alcohol(on(inpatient(services.(In(
particular,(recent(studies((Neale(et(al,(2017;(Passetti(et(al,(2008;(Drummond(et(
al,(2017)(suggest(that(there(is(a(group(of(patients(who(are(frequently(admitted(
to(hospital(because(of(alcohol,(due(to(the(chronic(relapsing(nature(of(alcohol(
dependence,(high(levels(of(chronic(and(physical(mental(health,(injuries(caused(
by(alcohol(and(general(lifeJstyle(related(health(problems((tooth(decay(and(
malnutrition).((
(
This(thesis(documents(the(prevalence(and(incidence(of(ARFAs(within(England,(
investigates(the(complexity(of(ARFAs’(health(problems,(their(longJterm(health(
outcomes(including(mortality(and(estimates(the(costs(of(ARFA(admissions.(Until(
I(undertook(the(studies(presented(in(this(thesis,(relatively(little(has(been(known(
about(the(numbers(of(alcoholJrelated(frequent(attenders((ARFAs)(within(
England,(or(indeed(the(health(status(of(these(individuals,(cause(of(their(multiple(
admissions,(longer(term(health(outcomes(or(the(cost(to(health(services.(
Estimates(have(been(made(of(the(burden(of(alcohol(related(frequent(attenders(
to(the(NHS(in(the(shortJterm((Phillips,(2017)(but(not(over(longer(periods(of(time.(
Whilst(reporting(of(alcohol(admissions(is(now(in(the(public(domain(with(Public(
Health(England(publishing(hospital(admission(statistics(by(geographical(area(for(
alcoholJspecific(and(alcoholJrelated(admissions,(repeat(or(frequent(admissions(
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for(alcohol(are(not(routinely(monitored(or(reported.(The(presentation(of(data(
on(repeat(admissions(for(alcohol(over(a(5Jyear(period(within(this(thesis(is(
therefore(novel(and(provides(important(information(about(patterns(of(health(
care(utilisation(among(this(group.((
(
By(applying(a(classification(to(admitted(patients(within(the(national(dataset(of(
inpatient(hospital(admissions(in(England,(I(was(able(to(identify(patients(
frequently(admitted(to(hospital(due(to(alcohol,(to(provide(the(first(largeJscale(
investigation(of(their(sociodemographic(characteristics,(patterns(and(predictors(
of(service(use,(along(with(outcomes(and(scale(of(burden(for(this(group(of(
patients.(This(research(investigated(a(group(of(patients(who(are(frequently(
admitted(to(hospital(for(alcoholJattributable(conditions.(This(patient(group(are(
thought(to(be(a(highJcost(highJneed(group,(yet(little(was(known(about(their(
socioJdemographic(characteristics,(their(longerJterm(health(outcomes(and(their(
patterns(of(health(service(use.(My(research(addressed(a(number(of(key(
knowledge(gaps(in(the(literature(and(provided(key(insights(into(the(following(
issues:(((
•! Identifying(in(a(sample(of(hospital(attenders,(which(medical(and(socioJ
demographic(characteristics(are(associated(with(alcoholJrelated(
frequent(admission(and(different(patterns(of(health(service(utilisation.(
•! Identifying(in(a(sample(of(alcoholJrelated(frequent(attenders,(whether(
future(health(service(usage(can(be(determined(by(serviceJuser(
characteristics.(
•! Investigating(longerJterm(health(outcomes(for(ARFAs(including(
prevalence(of(alcoholJrelated(liver(disease,(mental(health(disorders(and(
mortality.(
•! Estimating(the(costs(to(the(UK(health(service(of(inpatient(stays(for(
alcoholJrelated(frequent(attenders.(
(
The(research(addressed(the(following(research(questions:(
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•! Do(ARFAs(account(for(a(disproportionately(larger(share(of(inpatient(bed(
days(than(other(patient(groups?(
•! Do(ARFAs(have(more(medical(and(psychiatric(coJmorbidities((i.e.(are(
more(complex)(than(other(types(of(frequently(admitted(patients?((
•! Is(there(is(a(higher(incidence(of(ARFAs(in(the(most(deprived(geographical(
areas(compared(to(the(least(deprived?(
•! Can(multiple(medical(and(socioJdemographic(characteristics(predict(
transition(to(alcohol(related(frequent(attendance?(
•! Do(ARFAs(have(poorer(health(outcomes(compared(to(other(frequent(
attenders(including(shorter(survival?(
•! Does(the(cost(of(health(service(usage(by(ARFAs(represents(a(
disproportionately(large(burden(to(the(NHS(compared(to(other(service(
users?(
(
This(chapter(will(first(summarise(the(findings(of(each(of(the(studies(conducted(in(
the(thesis,(interpret(the(findings(of(each(of(the(studies,(review(the(strengths(
and(limitations(of(the(research(presented,(and(finally(comment(on(directions(for(
future(research(and(implications(for(practice.((
(
9.2! Summary)of)findings)
(
9.2.1! Charactertistics)of)alcohol)related)frequent)attenders)
I(conducted(a(systematic(review(to(identify(and(summarise(all(existing(published(
research(describing(individuals(who(are(frequently(admitted(to(hospital(due(to(
alcohol(in(terms(of(their(demographics,(their(medical(presentations(and(their(
personal(circumstances.(((A(key(finding(of(this(review(was(that,(despite(
acknowledged(ongoing(concerns(about(this(patient(group,(there(has(been(
remarkably(little(empirical(research(on(them.(In(particular,(much(of(the(existing(
literature(has(been(based(on(relatively(small(samples,(with(limited(comparison(
groups.(
(
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Nonetheless,(it(is(clear(from(this(literature(that(ARFAs(have(high(levels(of(multiJ
morbidity,(including(both(physical(and(mental(illness;(experience(social(
isolation;(poor(quality(of(life;(unstable(housing(or(homelessness;(high(criminal(
justice(involvement;(unemployment(and(low(socioeconomic(status((Kent(and(
Yellowlees,(1994;(McCormack(et(al,(2013;(Hughes(et(al,(2013;(Schomerus(et(al,(
2011;(Skinner,(Carter(and(Haxton,(2009;(Mannix(et(al,(2014).((ARFAs(tend(to(be(
older(than(alcoholJrelated(nonJfrequent(attenders((Holland,(1984;(Lekharaju,(
2014)(and(racially(diverse((McCormack,(Goldfrank(and(Rotrosen,(2014).(Notably,(
they(have(either(poor(or(no(engagement(with(existing(specialist(alcohol(
treatment(services((Ponzer,(Johansson(and(Bergman,(2002).(Qualitative(
research(has(also(identified(that(ARFAs(experience(high(levels(of(stigma(and(
social(exclusion((Siegel,(Alexander(and(Lin,(1984;(Neale(et(al,(2017).(The(impact(
of(these(characteristics(on(the(health(outcomes(of(ARFAs(are(unclear.((
(
At(the(time(of(the(literature(review,(it(was(remarkable(that(only(one(published(
study(had(examined(ARFAs(using(Health(Episode(Statistics((HES),(but(this(did(not(
include(the(investigation(of(risk(factors(for(readmission(or(predictors(of(
becoming(an(ARFA((Lekharaju(et(al,(2014).(Additional(studies(have(analysed(HES(
to(examine(risk(factors(for(frequent(emergency(admission,(but(ARFAs(were(not(
examined(as(a(specific(subset(within(that(work.(More(recently(HES(data(has(
been(used(to(estimate(the(burden(of(alcohol(related(attenders(but(mainly(
focused(on(the(impact(on(emergency(departments((Phillips,(2017;(Currie(et(al,(
2015).(Results(of(the(studies(presented(in(this(thesis(therefore(fill(an(important(
gap(in(knowledge(about(ARFA:(and(the(longitudinal(analysis(of(HES(to(better(
understand(the(natural(history(of(ARFAs(is(novel(and(addresses(an(important(
gap(in(the(literature.((
(
Study(1(described(the(socioJdemographic(characteristics(of(ARFA(patients,(and(
tested(the(hypotheses(that(ARFAs(are(mostly(older(males,(and(live(in(the(most(
deprived(geographical(areas,(using(univariable(and(multivariable(analyses.((
(
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Approximately(0.5%(of(all(the(people(admitted(to(hospital(in(South(London(
during(2013/14(met(the(criteria(for(being(ARFAs(and(were(responsible(for(1.5%(
of(all(admissions(to(hospital.(Over(a(quarter(of(all(people(admitted(to(hospital(
during(2013/14(with(an(alcoholJrelated(diagnosis(met(the(criteria(for(being(
ARFAs,(yet(were(responsible(for(almost(60%(of(all(alcohol(admissions.((
(
Further(analyses(demonstrated(ARFAs(are(more(likely(to(be(older(than(nonJ
frequent(alcohol(attenders(but(younger(than(nonJalcohol(related(frequent(
attenders.(The(mean(age(of(ARFAs(was(55.4(years.(Regression(analyses(
presented(in(this(thesis(indicated(that(the(probability(of(being(an(ARFA(is(
greatest(at(a(younger(age.(Most(ARFAs((72.4(%)(were(male.(When(controlling(
for(age(and(other(factors,(men(are(almost(4(times(more(likely(to(be(ARFAs(than(
women.(This(is(perhaps(surprising(given(that(the(majority(of(all(hospital(
admissions(in(2013/14(for(South(London(were(for(women,(and(indeed(nonJ
alcohol(related(frequent(attenders(are(much(more(likely(to(be(female(than(male(
(62.9%(of(NAFAs(were(women).(However,(a(much(higher(proportion(of(males(
than(females(were(admitted(for(alcohol(related(reasons(during(2013/14(
(frequent(and(nonJfrequent(attendersJ(70.0%(in(total(were(men).(
(
ARFAs(were(also(more(likely(to(live(in(income(deprived(wards(than(the(three(
other(patient(groups((alcoholJrelated(nonJfrequent(attenders;(nonJalcohol(
related(frequent(attenders(and(nonJalcohol(related(nonJfrequent(attenders).(
There(were(more(similarities(between(the(characteristics(of(ARFAs(and(nonJ
frequent(alcoholJadmissions(than(between(ARFAs(and(nonJalcohol(frequent(
admissions.((
(
9.2.2! ARFAs)and)comorbidities)
Chapter(5(investigated(what(physical(and(mental(health(conditions(ARFAs(
present(to(hospital(with,(and(analysed(whether(ARFAs(are(any(more(complex(
than(other(patient(groups(in(terms(of(their(comorbidities(and(disease(status.(I(
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tested(the(hypothesis(that(ARFAs(have(more(medical(and(psychiatric(
comorbidities((i.e.(are(more(complex)(than(other(types(of(frequent(admissions.(((
(
In(South(London(during(2013/14,(ARFAs(predominantly(presented(to(hospital(
with(conditions(wholly(attributable(to(alcohol:(3(of(the(top(5(primary(
presentations(to(hospital(for(ARFAs(were(alcohol(withdrawal,(alcoholic(cirrhosis(
of(the(liver(and(acute(intoxication(from(alcohol.(Together(these(3(presentations(
accounted(for(9.3%(of(all(spells(for(ARFAs.((
(
The(most(common(conditions(that(ARFAs(presented(with(were(physical(health(
conditions(as(the(primary(diagnoses,(but(mental(health(problems(were(also(
common,(with(16.5%(of(ARFAs(receiving(a(mental(health(diagnosis.(Strikingly,(
there(were(no(mental(health(diagnoses(among(the(top(10(primary(reasons(for(
admission(among(nonJalcohol(frequent(attenders(and(only(0.31%(of(all(NAFAs(
had(a(primary(mental(health(diagnosis.((
(
End(stage(renal(failure(was(one(of(the(most(common(physical(primary(
presentations(for(ARFAs((3.68%(of(ARFA(admissions).((
(
Considering(the(total(number(of(comorbidities(and(severity(of(comorbidities(
experienced(by(ARFAs(compared(to(other(groups,(ARFAs(experience(
significantly(more(concurrent(medical(conditions(which(are(more(severe(in(
nature(than(those(experienced(by(ARNFAs,(NAFAs(and(NANFAs.(Application(of(
the(Charlson(comorbidity(index(to(the(four(patient(groups(showed(ARFAs(to(
have(the(highest(prevalence(of(comorbid(liver(disease,(and(confirmed(the(ARFA(
group(to(have(the(highest(proportion(of(patients(with(any(comorbidities.(
Although(counts(of(comorbidities,(with(and(without(weighting,(are(a(crude(
measure(of(complexity,(these(results(certainly(indicate(that(ARFAs(are(medically(
complex(patients(and(more(complex(than(the(other(3(patient(groups.((
(
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The(relationship(between(mental(health(conditions(and(alcohol(are(well(
documented.(Heavy(chronic(alcohol(consumption(increases(the(risk(of(mental(
health(disorders(including(depression,(anxiety,(psychosis,(impairments(of(
memory(and(learning,(and(an(increased(risk(of(suicide.(People(who(are(alcohol(
dependent(are(known(to(have(higher(levels(of(comorbidity(with(other(mental(
health(conditions,(such(as(depression,(anxiety,(postJtraumatic(stress(disorder(
(PTSD),(psychosis(and(drug(misuse,(compared(to(the(general(population.((NICE,(
2011).(In(terms(of(physical(comorbidities,(the(physical(effects(of(heavy(chronic(
alcohol(consumption(are(also(seen(in(diseases(such(as(alcoholic(cirrhosis(of(the(
liver.(My(results(confirmed(these(links(between(alcohol(and(physical(and(mental(
health(problems(and(highlighted(the(frequency(of(these(issues(amongst(ARFAs.(
However,(it(is(not(clear(from(this(data(whether(alcohol(is(causing(comorbidities,(
comorbidities(are(leading(to(increased(alcohol(consumption(or(whether(
common(predisposing(factors(increase(the(risk(for(both(increased(alcohol(
consumption(and(comorbidities.((
(
As(described(in(chapter(1,(ARFAs(are(a(complex(group(of(patients(with(both(
physical(and(mental(health(comorbidities.(My(findings(also(confirm(that(ARFAs(
are(complex(patients,(often(with(more(than(one(alcoholJrelated(problem(and(a(
wider(range(of(comorbidities,(which(are(more(severe,(than(for(other(patient(
groups.(This(complexity(and(severity(of(diseases(amongst(ARFAs(places(a(
disproportionately(large(burden(on(the(NHS(compared(to(other(categories(of(
patient.((((
(
9.2.3! What)are)the)predictors)of)becoming)an)ARFA?)
This(study((chapter(6)(tested(the(hypothesis(that(diagnostic(and(socioJ
demographic(characteristics(predict(transition(to(alcohol(related(frequent(
attendance(status.((
(
Having(undertaken(preliminary(exploratory(work(on(a(relatively(localised(crossJ
sectional(South(London(dataset,(subsequent(analyses(were(performed(on(a(
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national(England(dataset(providing(insight(into(predictors(of(ARFA(and(their(
variation(over(time.(In(particular,(these(analyses(tested(whether(the(predictors(
identified(in(the(South(London(sample(were(applicable(to(data(at(national(level(
and(explored(in(more(depth(some(of(the(predictors(relating(to(comorbidity(and(
nature((chronic(versus(acute)(of(alcohol(diagnosis.(In(addition,(the(study(
examined(whether(the(strength(of(the(predictive(relationship(changed(over(
time.((
(
A(high(proportion(of(ARFAs((almost(twoJthirds)(in(2015/16(had(not(been(
classified(as(an(ARFA(in(the(preceding(four(years.(At(the(other(end(of(the(
spectrum,(10%(of(the(2015/16(cohort(had(been(ARFAs(every(year(for(the(
previous(four(years(and(this(gives(insight(in(to(the(chronicity(of(the(problem(and(
consequent(scale(of(burden.(Hence(being(an(ARFA(one(year(is(a(predictor(of(
being(an(ARFA(in(a(subsequent(year.((
(
Regression(analyses(revealed(that(male(gender,(greater(income(deprivation,(
having(a(chronic(alcohol(diagnosis,(more(than(one(admission(in(a(year,(and(
having(a(concomitant(mental(health(diagnosis((other(than(a(wholly(attributable(
alcohol(mental(disorder(diagnosis)(were(all(predictors(of(becoming(an(ARFA.((
(
(
9.2.4! The)contribution)of)alcohol)related)liver)disease)(ARLD))to)ARFAs))
Chapter(7(of(this(thesis(describes(a(study(which(tracked(the(national((England)(
cohort(of(ARFAs(identified(in(2011/12(forwards(across(a(5(year(period(to(
2015/16(in(order(to(estimate(prevalence(and(incidence(of(ARLD,(as(a(measure(of(
health(outcome(for(ARFA.(Prevalence(and(incidence(rates(for(ARFAs(were(
compared(to(those(for(samples(of(patients(from(each(of(the(other(3(patient(
groups((ARNFAs,(NAFAs(and(NANFAs).((
(
The(highest(prevalence(rates(of(ARLD(were(seen(amongst(ARFAs((3,422(cases(
per(10,000(people)(and(ARNFAs((1,811(cases(per(10,000(people).(ARFAs(had(the(
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highest(incidence(of(ARLD((1,945(cases(per(10,000(people)(and(this(was(almost(
twice(that(seen(for(ARNFAs((1,078(cases(per(10,000(people).(ARFAs(also(had(the(
highest(incidence(of(endJstage(ARLD((1,192(cases(per(10,000(people).((
(
By(the(end(of(2015/16,(33%(of(the(ARFAs(identified(in(2011/12(had(a(diagnosis(
of(ARLD;(and(63%(of(those(ARFAs(with(ARLD(had(endJstage(disease.(All(four(
patient(groups(showed(similar(proportions(of(patients(with(endJstageJ(versus(
non(endJstage(ARLD,(suggesting(that(conversion(rates(from(ARLD(to(endJstage(
ARLD(do(not(happen(more(frequently(or(more(quickly(amongst(ARFAs(than(any(
of(the(other(patient(groups.((
(
Also(of(note(is(the(unexpected(finding(that(cases(of(ARLD(occurred(in(NAFA(
(22.5(cases(per(10,000(people)(and(NANFAs((18.4(cases(per(10,000(people),(
both(of(which(had(no(recent(history(of(alcoholJrelated(admissions.((
(
9.2.5! Are)ARFAs)at)increased)risk)of)premature)death?)
Chapter(7(of(this(thesis(describes(a(study(which(tracked(the(national((England)(
cohort(of(ARFAs(identified(in(2011/12(forwards(across(a(5(year(period(to(
2015/16,(comparing(rates(of(death(in(hospital(for(ARFAs(versus(the(3(other(
patient(groups.((
(
Kaplan(Meier(survival(curves(show(ARFAs(to(have(a(lower(probability(of(survival(
at(5(years(than(the(other(patient(groups.(AgeJadjusted(fiveJyear(survivor(
function(for(each(of(the(four(patient(groups(showed(ARFAs(to(have(the(lowest(
survival(in(each(age(category(amongst(the(four(patient(groups.(Relative(hazard(
of(death((number(of(observed(deaths/expected(number(of(deaths)(showed(
ARFAs(in(the(younger(age(groups((age(44(years(and(under)(to(have(the(greatest(
excess(mortality,(followed(by(ARFAs(in(the(45J54(year(age(category,(confirming(
that(ARFAs(are(at(increased(risk(of(premature(death.((
(
(
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9.2.6! The)economic)costs)to)the)health)service)of)ARFAs)
The(majority((63.8%)(of(ARFAs(in(2015(were(new(ARFAs((with(no(record(of(being(
an(alcoholJrelated(frequent(attender(between(2011J2014).(The(obverse(is(that(
more(than(a(third(of(ARFAs((36.2%)(have(a(chronic(history(of(alcohol(related(
frequent(attending.(Even(amongst(new(ARFAs,(more(than(half(had(had(a(
previous(admission(for(a(wholly(attributable(alcohol(diagnosis(in(the(previous(4(
years.((
(
Calculation(of(total(and(mean(occupied(bed(days((OBDs)(allowed(the(combined(
effects(of(average(length(of(stay,(mean(spells(and(total(number(of(patients(to(be(
compared(across(groups(in(the(years(prior(to(the(index(year((2015/16).(
Comparison(of(average(length(of(stay(and(mean(spells(across(groups(in(the(
years(prior(to(the(index(year((2015/16)(show(small(differences(between(ARFA(
and(NAFA(patient(groups.(However,(the(combined(effects(of(average(length(of(
stay(and(mean(spells(as(seen(in(OBDs,(demonstrate(a(more(marked(difference,(
with(ARFAs(accounting(for(on(average(more(than(10(additional(bed(days(per(
year(per(person(compared(to(a(NAFA.(ARFAs(have(a(longer(average(length(of(
stay(than(other(frequent(attenders,(resulting(in(a(significant(treatment(burden.((
(
Analysis(of(mean(OBDs(for(the(2011(cohort(illustrates(a(gradual(reduction(for(
the(ARFA(cohort(across(the(years(unlike(that(seen(for(the(ARNFA(and(NANFA(
groups.(NAFA(also(see(a(reduction(in(OBDs(across(the(5(years.(Within(3(years(of(
the(index(year(the(2011(ARFA(cohort(had(more(than(halved(in(number(while(
their(average(spells(had(modestly(increased.((
(
In(terms(of(estimating(the(cost(of(ARFAs,(ARFAs(had(the(highest(average(cost(
per(person(over(5(years.(Costs(were(calculated(on(the(basis(of(the(average((all(
England)(cost(for(an(inpatient(spell,(bearing(in(mind(whether(the(admission(was(
elective(or(nonJelective,(and(whether(the(length(of(stay(was(above(or(below(the(
trimpoint(for(incurring(costs(associated(with(excess(bed(days.((
(
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9.3! Interpretation)of)the)findings))
This(section(discusses(the(interpretation(of(each(of(the(studies’(findings(in(
response(to(the(research(questions(posed.(
(
9.3.1! Do)ARFAs)account)for)a)disproportionately)larger)share)of)inpatient)bed)
days)than)other)patient)groups?)
My(findings(from(the(longitudinal(national(study(of(alcohol(related(hospital(
admissions(in(England(reported(the(numbers(of(ARFA(patients(each(year(
between(2011J2016(and(together(with(the(findings(of(the(crossJsectional(study(
of(South(London,(confirmed(that(ARFAs(do(account(for(a(disproportionately(
larger(share(of(inpatient(beddays(than(other(patient(groups.((
(
Analysis(using(longitudinal(national(hospital(admissions(data(considered(the(
combined(effects(of(average(length(of(stay(and(mean(spells(for(patients(in(the(
years(pior(to,(and(the(years(following,(becoming(an(ARFA.(ARFAs(account(for(on(
average(more(than(10(additional(bed(days(per(year(per(person(compared(to(
nonJalcohol(related(frequent(attenders,(suggesting(that(alcohol(is(an(important(
factor(in(accounting(for(this(additional(burden.(Results(showed(that(ARFAs(have(
a(chronic(history(of(alcohol(related(admissions,(and(ARFA(status(itself(is(chronic(
in(nature.(This(is(likely(to(reflect(the(chronic(nature(of(alcohol(related(disease(
contributing(to(the(burden.(The(additional(bed(days(for(ARFAs(were(accounted(
for(by(longer(average(lengths(of(stay(for(ARFAs(than(other(patient(groups(
(rather(than(greater(numbers(of(admissions(alone).(This(increase(in(average(
length(of(stay(is(likely(to(reflect(contributions(from(one(or(all(of(the(following(
factors:(increasing(complexity(of(clinical(condition,(increasing(severity(of(chronic(
illness,(increasing(complexity(of(social(situation(resulting(in(delayed(discharge(
seen(for(ARFAs(compared(to(other(patient(groups.(
(
Reasons(for(the(drop(in(ARFA(activity(following(the(2011/12(index(year(could(be(
due(to(deaths(within(the(cohort,(or(improvement(in(health(status(within(the(
cohort,(or(access(to(treatment(elsewhere,(however(the(increase(in(mean(OBDs(
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per(person(suggest(that(the(remaining(members(of(the(cohort(are(spending(
more(time(in(hospital(each(year(and(therefore(mortality(may(play(a(more(
prominent(role(in(driving(this(decrease(in(activity(amongst(the(ARFA(cohort.((
(
Equally(ARFAs(could(be(accessing(treatments(elsewhere(such(as(local(
community(based(alcohol(services(or(assertive(outreach(services(and(activity(in(
these(types(of(services(is(not(included(within(HES.(
(
From(the(literature(it(is(known(that(people(with(chronic(conditions(attributable(
to(alcohol(place(a(disproportionately(large(burden(on(A&E(departments((Phillips(
et(al,(2016)(but(until(now,(the(scale(of(the(extent(of(the(problem(in(relation(to(
inpatient(admissions(in(England(has(not(been(known,(although(services(are(now(
being(implemented(in(England(to(address(the(problem((FinchamJCampbell(et(al,(
2018).(((
(
9.3.2! Do)ARFAs)have)more)medical)and)psychiatric)coEmorbidities)(i.e.)are)
more)complex))than)other)types)of)frequently)admitted)patients?))
The(most(common(conditions(that(ARFAs(presented(with(were(physical(health(
conditions(as(the(primary(diagnoses,(but(mental(health(problems(were(also(
common,(with(16.5%(of(ARFAs(receiving(a(mental(health(diagnosis.(Strikingly,(
there(were(no(mental(health(diagnoses(among(the(top(10(primary(reasons(for(
admission(among(nonJalcohol(frequent(attenders(and(only(0.31%(of(all(NAFAs(
had(a(primary(mental(health(diagnosis.(This(suggests(that(mental(health(
conditions(are(more(linked(to(alcohol(rather(than(frequent(attending(per(se.(
These(findings(are(similar(to(those(of(Neale(et(al((2017)(who(found(that(almost(
one(third(of(alcohol(related(frequent(emergency(department(attenders(had(a(
formal(mental(health(diagnosis,(others(reported(psychiatric(symptoms(but(had(
not(been(formally(diagnosed,(and(almost(all(participants(spoke(of(multiple(
chronic(physical(health(problems(as(a(result(of(their(drinking.(The(high(rate(of(
presentation(of(mental(health(conditions(as(the(primary(reason(for(admission(to(
hospital(for(ARFAs(suggests(that(these(patients(may(not(have(engaged(with(
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community(based(mental(health(services,(resulting(in(admission(to(hospital(
being(the(only(option(to(manage(their(immediate(crisis.(There(may(be(multiple(
reasons(for(lack(of(engagement:(alcohol(intoxication(could(be(masking(mental(
health(symptoms(resulting(in(missed(diagnoses;(A&E(or(community(
practitioners(may(have(missed(opportunites(to(diagnose(underlying(mental(
health(problems,(focusing(only(on(the(more(immediate(alcohol(problem(for(
example(prioritising(detoxification(or(because(of(stigma;(or(attitudes(of(ARFAs(
may(prevent(them(from(accessing(services.(These(interpretations(are(supported(
by(the(literature((Drummond(et(al,(2017;(Neale(et(al,(2017).(
(
3(of(the(top(5(primary(presentations(to(hospital(for(ARFAs(were(alcohol(
withdrawal,(alcoholic(cirrhosis(of(the(liver(and(acute(intoxication(from(alcohol.(
Together(these(3(presentations(accounted(for(9.3%(of(all(spells(for(ARFAs.By(
definition(ARFAs(had(to(have(at(least(1(wholly(attributable(alcohol(diagnosis(
amongst(1(of(their(3((or(more)(admissions(during(the(year(although(it(did(not(
have(to(be(the(primary(presenting(condition.(The(fact(that(for(many(ARFAs(a(
wholly(attributable(alcohol(diagnosis(was(the(primary(reason(for(admission(
emphasises(that(the(burden(placed(on(services(by(ARFAs(is(largely(a(direct(result(
of(alcohol,(rather(than(alcohol(only(partially(causing(the(problem(or(indeed(
alcohol(problems(being(an(incidental(finding(on(admission.(Neale(et(al’s(2017(
study,(which(reported(findings(from(inJdepth(interviews(with(30(alcohol(related(
frequent(attenders(to(London(emergency(departments,(found(that(reasons(
given(for(continued(heavy(drinking(among(the(frequent(attenders(included(
attempts(to(selfJmedicate(physical,(mental(health(and(social(problems;(and(to(
be(able(to(perform(normal(activities(of(daily(living(such(as(getting(dressed.(((
(
An(unexpected(finding(was(that(end(stage(renal(failure(was(one(of(the(most(
common(physical(primary(presentations(for(ARFAs((3.68%(of(ARFA(admissions),(
even(though(this(diagnosis(has(not(previously(been(directly(or(partially(
attributed(to(alcohol((Jones(and(Bellis,(2013).(There(could(be(several(
explanations(for(this(finding.(Firstly,(acute(renal(failure(is(known(to(be(a(
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common(complication(in(patients(with(decompensated(cirrhosis(and(acute(
kidney(injury(is(a(strong(predictor(of(inJhospital(mortality(in(patients(with(
cirrhosis((Angeli(et(al,(2015).(Differentiating(between(patients(with(acute(and(
chronic(renal(failure(in(patients(with(ascites(and(cirrhosis(may(be(less(clearJcut(
due(to(problems(with(oliguria(and(diuretic(treatment((Angeli(et(al,(2015)(so(this(
may(be(a(diagnostic(issue.(Secondly,(it(could(be(that(the(frequency(with(which(
patients(with(chronic(renal(failure(have(to(attend(hospital(for(treatments(such(
as(dialysis,(places(a(large(number(of(them(in(the(frequent(attending(category,(
with(alcohol(being(a(coincidental(diagnosis.(Further,(this(could(be(a(coding(issue(
where(attendance(for(dialysis(has(been(recorded(as(an(admission(rather(than(an(
attendance.(While(the(precise(reasons(for(this(finding(are(unclear,(it(warrants(
further(research.(
(
Findings(of(chapter(7(also(affirm(that(ARFAs(are(more(complex(patients.(
Literature(on(the(links(between(alcohol(consumption(and(ARLD(also(support(this(
argument((Hazeldine,(Hydes(and(Sheron,(2015).(Furthermore,(analyses(of(
hospital(activity(before(and(after(diagnosis(of(ARLD(showed(that(30J45%(of(
patients(who(went(on(to(develop(ARLD(had(alcoholJrelated(emergency(
admissions(between(2(and(6(years(prior(to(ARLD(diagnosis(and(77%(had(contact(
with(a(hospital(for(any(reason((including(nonJalcoholJrelated)(in(the(year(prior(
to(diagnosis((Currie(et(al,(2015),(emphasizing(the(“silent(nature”(of(ARLD(as(
described(by(Hazeldine,(Hydes(and(Sheron,((2015).(Alternatively,(ARFAs(may(be(
more(predisposed(to(presenting(later(than(other(patients,(due(to(missed(
diagnoses(such(as(symptoms(of(acute(intoxication(or(mental(health(symptoms(
masking(their(underlying(diagnosis;(or(their(own(attitudes(towards(health(
services(resulting(in(reluctance(to(present,(for(example,(based(on(previous(
negative(experiences(of(stigma.(The(findings(presented(demonstrate(that(ARFA(
status(precedes(ARLD(and(is(potentially(a(predictor(of(ARLD(in(its(own(right.(
ARFAs(could(potentially(be(an(easily(identifiable((though(not(necessarily(easy(to(
reach)(target(group(at(which(preventative(interventions(for(ARLD(could(be(
targeted.(((
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(
9.3.3! Is)there)is)a)higher)incidence)of)ARFAs)in)the)most)deprived)geographical)
areas)compared)to)the)least)deprived?)
Study(1(found(that(ARFAs(are(more(likely(to(live(in(deprived(wards(in(South(
London.(A(multivariable(regression(model(including(income(deprivation(showed(
a(small(but(highly(statistically(significant(relationship(between(deprivation(and(
alcohol(admissions.(These(findings(indicate(an(important(link(between(low(
socioJeconomic(status(and(ARFA.(These(findings(also(indicate(that(other(
additional(factors((beyond(those(included(in(the(model)(influence(alcoholJ
related(admissions.((
(
These(findings(are(consistent(with(those(found(in(the(literature(review(
regarding(alcohol(admissions(being(linked(to(low(socioJeconomic(status((Kent(
and(Yellowlees,(1994;(McCormack(et(al,(2013;(Hughes(et(al,(2013;(Schomerus(et(
al,(2011;(Locker(et(al,(2007;(Skinner,(Carter(and(Haxton,(2009;(Mannix(et(al,(
2014)(and(reflected(in(later(studies((Neale(et(al,(2017).((
(
My(findings(are(also(consistent(with(the(literature(indicating(that(other(factors(
are(important(influences(on(alcoholJrelated(admissions,(such(as(regular(criminal(
justice(involvement((Holland(and(Evenson,(1984),(unemployment((Slater(and(
Linn,(1982;(Booth(et(al,(1991;(Fagan(et(al,(2014;(Ponzer,(Johansson(and(
Bergman,(2002),(ethnicity((Fagan(et(al,(2014;(McCormack(et(al,(2013),(little(
engagement(with(existing(specialist(services((Passetti(et(al,(2008),(
divorced/separated((Holland(and(Evenson,(1984),(presence(of(certain(
biochemical(markers(at(admission,(and(drinking(levels((Ponzer,(Johansson(and(
Bergman,(2002).((
(
With(the(exception(of(ethnicity,(these(other(characteristics(are(not(recorded(
within(HES(data.(To(include(these(additional(factors(in(the(model(would(require(
the(use(of(additional(data(sources(linked(to(HES(data.(Ethnicity(is(included(
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within(HES(data(but(is(known(to(poorly(reflect(true(ethnicity(status(in(terms(of(
data(quality((Mathur(et(al,(2014).((
(
In(relation(to(the(impact(of(socioeconomic(status(over(the(lifecourse,(findings((
from(the(1958(British(Birth(Cohort(Study,(following(the(lives(of(17,000(people(
born(in(England,(Wales(and(Scotland(during(a(single(week(in(March(1958,(found(
that(low(socioJeconomic(status(during(childhood(was(associated(with(an(
increase(in(problem(drinking(in(midlife((Caldwell(et(al,(2008).(In(the(same(study(
and(another(study((Batty(et(al,(2008)(cumulative(disadvantage(over(the(
lifecourse(was(found(to(be(the(strongest(predictor(of(drinking(patterns(in(the(
study:(disadvantage(in(childhood(and(adulthood(resulted(in(an(increased(risk(of(
midlife(problem(drinking.(Across(all(ages,(men(with(low(socioeconomic(status(
reported(binge(drinking(more(often(than(those(of(higher(socioeconomic(status;(
whereas(for(women,(at(younger(ages(lower(socioeconomic(women(were(less(
likely(to(binge(drink(than(higher(socioeconomic(status,(but(at(older(ages(for(
women,(the(reverse(was(true((Jefferis,(Manor(and(Power(2007).(In(terms(of(the(
harm(from(alcohol,(people(with(lower(income,(education(or(occupational(status(
are(more(likely(to(die(or(suffer(morbidity(as(a(consequence(of(their(alcohol(use(
(Makela,(1999;(Romlesjo(and(Lundberg,(1996;(Van(Oers(et(al,(1999;(NHS(Health(
Scotland,(2018)(and(this(disproportionate(harm(experienced(by(disadvantaged(
populations(is(known(as(the(alcohol(harm(paradox((Katikreddi(et(al,(2017;(Bellis(
et(al,(2015).((It(is(therefore(not(surprising(that(those(admitted(to(hospital(for(
alcohol(problems(are(more(likely(to(be(of(lower(socioeconomic(status.(((
(
9.3.4! Can)multiple)medical)and)socioEdemographic)characteristics)predict)
transition)to)alcohol)related)frequent)attendance?)
My(findings(showed(that(the(mean(age(of(ARFAs(was(55.4(years,(which(was(
older(than(findings(by(Baune(et(al((2005)(who(studied(the(alcohol(burden(
amongst(emergency(room(attendees(in(Germany(where(patients(were(most(
likely(to(be(aged(between(31J50(years,(and(McCormack(et(al((2013)(who(studied(
homeless(alcohol(dependent(adults(and(found(a(mean(age(of(46.5(years.(The(
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findings(from(study(1(and(those(of(Baune(and(McCormack(could(all(broadly(be(
described(as(fitting(in(to(the(“earlyJmiddle(age(category”.(Regression(analyses(
presented(in(this(thesis(indicated(that(the(probability(of(being(an(ARFA(is(
greatest(at(a(younger(age,(yet(we(know(most(ARFAs(presenting(to(hospital(tend(
to(be(in(their(midJ50s.(This(may(reflect(differences(in(the(type(of(alcohol(
diagnoses(that(a(person(has:(younger(males(may(be(more(likely(to(present(much(
more(frequently(with(acute(intoxication(at(a(young(age(to(the(emergency(room(
whereas(older(patients(may(present(with(the(chronic(effects(of(alcohol(use(such(
as(liver(disease(or(pancreatitis(and(be(admitted(to(hospital.(This(hypothesis(was(
explored(in(more(depth(in(chapter(5.(Many(studies(report(that(alcohol(
consumption(decreases(with(age((Britton(et(al,(2015;(Fillimore,(1987;(Kerr,(
Fillmore(and(Bostrom,(2002;(Moos(et(al,(2009;(Fillimore(et(al,(1991)(though(
older(drinkers(typically(consume(alcohol(more(frequently(than(other(age(groups(
(WHO,(2014).(With(increasing(age,(there(is(some(evidence(of(reduced(tolerance(
for(alcohol,(resulting(in(a(high(burden(of(unintentional(injuries(such(as(falls(and(
these(may(be(a(significant(reason(for(admission,(which(is(investigated(in(chapter(
5.(Looking(at(age(and(burden(of(alcohol(on(health(services(in(the(UK,(during(
2013/14,(men(aged(45–64(years(old(had(the(highest(rate(of(emergency(
admissions(compared(to(other(groups((1,126.0(per(100,000(population)(and(this(
may(reflect(the(chronicity(of(alcoholJrelated(diagnoses(and(the(contribution(of(
alcohol(to(many(longJterm(conditions(that(are(more(prevalent(in(older(age(
groups((Currie(et(al,(2015).(Findings(from(South(London(indicate(that(ARFAs(
form(a(high(proportion(of(these(emergency(admissions.((
(
Alcohol(is(known(to(impact(differently(on(males(and(females(as(illustrated(by(
differences(in(mortality(from(alcohol(between(males(and(females((WHO,(2014).(
The(difference(in(burden(between(males(and(females(in(terms(of(hospital(
admission(and(mortality(as(shown(in(other(studies((WHO,(2014)(may(largely(be(
explained(by(different(patterns(of(consumption,(reflected(in(population(
prevalence(rates(for(alcohol(dependence(being(higher(for(males((1.71%)(than(
females((0.63%)((Pryce,(2017).(Therefore,(it(follows(that(higher(levels(of(
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consumption(by(males(lead(to(higher(levels(of(morbidity(and(consequently(more(
admissions,(consistent(with(the(finding(of(males(being(more(likely(to(be(ARFAs(
than(females.((
(
Regression(analyses(revealed(that(male(gender,(greater(income(deprivation,(
having(a(chronic(alcohol(diagnosis,(more(than(one(admission(in(a(year,(and(
having(a(concomitant(mental(health(diagnosis((other(than(a(wholly(attributable(
alcohol(mental(disorder(diagnosis)(were(all(predictors(of(becoming(an(ARFA(and(
these(findings(are(supported(by(previous(literature((Slater(and(Linn,(1982;(
Siegel,(Alexander(and(Lin,(1984).(However,(all(these(factors(were(also(associated(
with(alcohol(related(nonJfrequent(admissions(during(the(same(period(and(as(
such(these(factors(could(not(distinguish(between(a(person(becoming(an(alcohol(
related(frequent(or(nonJfrequent(admission.(Nevertheless,(age,(total(number(of(
inpatient(admissions(and(having(a(chronic(alcohol(diagnosis(were(more(strongly(
associated(with(being(an(ARFA(than(an(ARNFA.((
(
It(was(hypothesised(that(certain(variables(would(be(stronger(and(earlier(
predictors(of(becoming(an(ARFA(than(others(and(this(was(studied(by(comparing(
odds(ratios(over(time(for(becoming(a(new(ARFA.(Analyses(using(different(
combinations(of(inpatient(data(years(showed(that(the(only(odds(ratios(which(
were(significantly(different(between(2011/12(only(and(2011/12J2013/14(
combined(were:(being(income(deprived,(having(a(chronic(alcohol(diagnosis,(and(
having(1(or(multiple(alcohol(admissions(over(time.(As(there(was(little(change(in(
odds(ratios(over(time(for(all(the(other(variables,(this(suggests(that(predictors(of(
becoming(a(new(ARFA(are(evident(as(early(as(4(years(prior(to(being(first(
identified(as(an(ARFA.(But(we(know(from(earlier(findings(in(this(study(that(these(
same(four(variables(are(unlikely(to(clearly(distinguish(an(ARFA(from(an(ARNFA(
so(using(them(as(a(predictive(tool(in(their(own(right(is(likely(to(be(unreliable(as(a(
method(of(early(detection.(The(fact(that(having(more(than(1(admission(in(a(year(
(but(not(3(admissions(or(more)(increases(the(likelihood(of(becoming(an(ARFA,(
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suggests(that(the(rise(in(admissions(in(the(years(prior(to(becoming(an(ARFA(are(
an(indication(of(an(increasing(risk(of(becoming(an(ARFA.(((
(
Using(the(same(data(but(analysing(the(effects(of(each(year’s(data(alone,(
reduced(the(effects(of(having(a(chronic(alcohol(diagnosis,(having(more(than(2(
alcohol(admissions(in(a(year(and(having(more(than(3(admissions(for(any(cause(in(
a(year.(This(suggests(that(censoring(of(data(may(be(an(issue:(when(4(years(of(
data(are(combined(there(is(more(chance(that(these(events(could(happen;(
whereas(looking(at(data(for(2011(alone,(gives(less(opportunity(for(these(events(
to(happen.(However,(only(considering(an(individual(years’(data(for(indicators(of(
chronic(alcohol(disease(is(not(realistic(in(the(clinical(setting.(A(person(who(had(a(
chronic(alcohol(diagnosis(in(2013,(may(have(had(that(diagnosis(in(2012,(2011(
and(prior(to(that.(Furthermore,(there(may(be(additional(diagnoses(not(recorded(
in(the(HES(entry(in(2013,(but(were(recorded(in(2012(and(which(could(still(be(
important(in(terms(of(the(patient’s(overall(clinical(status(and(outcomes,(but(
would(not(have(been(taken(into(account(in(this(analysis(because(it(only(
considered(one(year(of(data.((((
(
From(the(literature,(we(know(that(moderate(to(excessive(drinking,(moderate(to(
heavy(tobacco(use,(socioJeconomic(status,(and(marital(status(are(all(strong(
predictors(of(first(admission(to(hospital(for(alcohol((Lawder(et(al,(2011).(The(
systematic(review(in(this(thesis(identified(a(number(of(characteristics(associated(
with(readmissions(or(multiple(alcohol(related(admissions:(younger(age(of(onset(
of(first(problem(drinking,(source(of(referral(to(alcohol(treatment,(greater(
number(of(arrests(due(to(alcohol,(marriage(breakdown((Holland(and(Evenson,(
1984);(drinking(patterns(and(behaviours(and(ability(to(return(to(work((Fagan(et(
al,(2014;(Ponzer,(Johansson(and(Bergman,(2002);(biochemical(markers((Ponzer,(
Johansson(and(Bergman,(2002);(established(chronicity,(younger(age,(living(alone(
(Siegel,(Alexander(and(Lin,(1984);(psychiatric(coJmorbidity,(less(stable(family(
background(and(unemployment((Slater(and(Linn,(1982).(Previous(treatment(for(
alcohol(dependence(was(also(cited(as(a(predictor((Booth(et(al,(1991).(Of(these(
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characteristics,(age,(psychiatric(comorbidity(and(presence(of(a(chronic(alcohol(
diagnosis(are(recorded(within(HES.(No(previous(studies(have(specifically(looked(
at(predictors(of(frequent(admissions(for(alcoholJrelated(conditions.((
(
9.3.5! Do)ARFAs)have)poorer)health)outcomes)compared)to)other)frequent)
attenders)including)shorter)survival?)
Kaplan(Meier(survival(curves(show(ARFAs(to(have(a(lower(probability(of(survival(
at(5(years(than(the(other(patient(groups(and(young(ARFAs((aged(44(years(and(
under)(suffered(the(greatest(excess(mortality(of(all(patient(groups(and(ages.(It(
can(therefore(be(interpreted(that(ARFAs(have(poorer(health(outcomes(overall(
than(other(patient(groups.((
(
As(previously(considered(in(section(9.3.1(,(ARFAs(are(noted(to(have(longer(
lengths(of(stay(on(average(for(each(admission(than(other(patient(groups,(and(
one(possible(explanation(for(this(supported(by(this(finding(regarding(overall(
survival(is(that(ARFAs(have(poorer(health(outcomes(and(their(clinical(conditions(
are(more(complex(to(treat(than(other(patient(groups,(thus(they(longer(lengths(
of(hospital(stay.((
(
Given(the(high(rates(of(ARLD(amongst(ARFAs(it(may(seem(surprising(that(ARFAs(
have(as(much(as(a(75%(likelihood(of(being(alive(at(5(years,(however,(the(Kaplan(
Meier(curve(only(includes(deaths(in(hospital(and(not(those(which(occurred(
outside(hospital.(This(5Jyear(probability(of(survival(is(therefore(an(
underestimate(of(overall(mortality(for(ARFAs((and(all(other(patient(groups).(It(
has(previously(been(estimated(that(approximately(50%(of(all(deaths(occur(in(
hospital((McCormick,(Pearson(and(White,(2016).(Given(the(high(level(of(
comorbidity(amongst(ARFAs,(in(fact(the(majority(of(ARFAs(may(indeed(die(in(
hospital(due(to(the(severe(nature(of(their(illness.((Taking(both(these(factors(into(
account,(the(probability(of(5Jyear(survival(for(ARFAs(would(be(lower(than(the(
0.75(estimate(once(deaths(outside(of(hospital(are(taken(in(to(account,(though(
this(may(actually(result(in(proportionally(more(deaths(and(lower(survival(for(the(
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3(other(patient(groups((ARNFAs,(NAFAs(and(NANFAs)(than(for(ARFAs(because(
most(ARFA(deaths(occur(in(hospital(anyway.(The(exclusion(of(deaths(outside(of(
hospital,(and(the(inclusion(of(deaths(for(ARFAs(for(all(causes((not(just(cirrhosis),(
may(explain(why(my(estimate(of(0.75(likelihood(of(5Jyear(survival(is(lower(than(
other(published(rates(e.g.(survival(rates(for(community(patients(with(cirrhosis(
are(0.84(at(1Jyear(and(0.66(at(5Jyears,(reducing(to(0.55(at(1Jyear(and(0.31(at(5J
years(after(hospitalisation((Ratib,(2014).(
(
I(was(unable(to(analyse(the(causes(of(death(for(ARFAs(from(the(HES(data((linked(
mortality(data(would(make(this(possible).(From(the(literature,(the(most(
common(causes(of(death(related(to(alcohol(globally(are(cardiovascular(disease(
and(diabetes,(accounting(for(33.4%(of(alcoholJrelated(deaths,(unintentional(
injuries(accounting(for(17.1%(of(alcoholJrelated(deaths,(followed(by(
gastrointestinal(disorders(including(ARLD(accounting(for(16.2%(of(alcoholJ
related(deaths((WHO,(2014).(Cardiovascular(disease,(diabetes(and(unintentional(
injuries(are(all(conditions(which(are(partially(attributable(to(alcohol(and(no(
subcategories(of(those(diagnoses(are(wholly(attributable(to(alcohol,(unlike(
alcoholJrelated(liver(disease(within(gastrointestinal(diseases.(Women(with(
alcoholJuse(disorder(experience(higher(death(rates(from(liver(cirrhosis,(mental(
disorders(and(injuries(than(men(with(alcoholJuse(disorder((Roerecke,(2014).(
Although(I(was(unable(to(analyse(cause(of(death,(it(is(not(unreasonable(to(
assume(that(the(same(causes(of(death(described(by(Roerecke(would(also(be(
seen(amongst(the(ARFA(group.((
(
Cases(of(ARLD(were(found(in(NAFA(and(NANFA(patient(groups,(both(of(which(
had(no(recent(history(of(alcoholJrelated(admissions.(This(could(be(due(to(late(
onset(of(alcoholJrelated(harm(following(an(earlier(life(history(of(harmful(
drinking,(or(this(could(reflect(undiagnosed(alcohol(problems(during(more(recent(
hospital(admissions,(or(the(first(admission(could(be(for(ARLD.(Literature(
suggests(that(reduction(in(alcohol(intake(can(reduce(risk(from(alcoholJrelated(
harm((Mann,(2017)(perhaps(pointing(more(towards(the(undiagnosed(alcohol(
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problems(during(hospital(admission(being(the(more(likely(explanation.(
Screening(for(alcohol(during(a(hospital(admission(is(discussed(later(in(this(
chapter.((
(
Alcohol(related(liver(disease((ARLD),(which(includes(the(diagnoses:(alcoholic(
fatty(liver,(alcoholic(hepatitis(and(alcoholic(cirrhosis,(is(part(of(a(growing(
epidemic(of(liver(disease(in(the(UK(and(ARLD(will(soon(overtake(ischaemic(heart(
disease(in(terms(of(years(of(working(life(lost((Williams(et(al,(2018).(ARLD(can(
take(over(10(years(to(manifest,(firstly(as(alcoholic(fatty(liver(then(fibrosis(leading(
to(cirrhosis(then(acute(or(chronic(liver(failure,(following(prolonged(exposure(to(
harmful(levels(of(alcohol((Hazeldine,(Hydes(and(Sheron,(2015).(Eighty(percent(of(
liver(disease(patients(present(as(an(emergency(either(because(of(
decompensated(cirrhosis(or(alcoholic(hepatitis((Hazeldine,(Hydes(and(Sheron,(
2015).((
(
The(higher(incidence(of(ARLD(amongst(ARFAs(compared(to(ARNFAs(suggests(
that(ARLD(appears(to(be(associated(with(alcoholJrelated(frequent(admissions(
but(many(factors(may(also(contribute(to(this.((
(
One(explanation(could(be(that(because(ARFAs(have(more(admissions(than(
ARNFAs(there(are(more(opportunities(to(test(for(and(diagnose(ARLD,(thus(the(
difference(in(incidence(rates(is(a(reflection(of(different(diagnostic(rates.(But(
earlier(chapters((chapter(2,(comorbidity)(revealed(that(the(most(common(
reasons(for(admissions(as(an(ARFA(are(not(just(for(ARLD,(suggesting(that(ARLD(
itself(does(not(result(in(ARFA(status:(other(nonJalcohol(healthJrelated(activity(is(
occurring(in(addition(to(an(alcohol(diagnosis,(resulting(in(ARFA(status.(When(
comparing(incidence(rates(of(ARLD(across(the(four(groups,(patients(were(
categorised(by(alcohol(and(frequent(attendance(in(the(year(preceding(any(new(
diagnoses(of(ARLD,(suggesting(that(having(ARLD(does(not(itself(result(in(
becoming(an(ARFA,(but(is(a(late(sequela.(Even(the(onset(of(endJstage(ARLD(does(
not(seem(to(impact(on(becoming(an(ARFA:(transition(to(ARFA(has(already(
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happened.(In(other(words,(the(frequent(admission(aspect(of(the(ARFA(is(not(
necessarily(all(directly(due(to(alcohol,(but(caused(by(a(wide(range(of(
comorbidities,(in(addition(to(the(alcohol(problem.(Subsequently(the(alcohol(
aspect(of(the(ARFA(becomes(severe(enough(in(nature((i.e.(alcohol(intake(is(at(
high(enough(levels(over(a(prolonged(enough(time(period)(that(it(results(in(a(
higher(rate(of(serious(harm,(requiring(further(additional(hospitalisation.((
(
The(high(rates(of(ARLD(and(endJstage(ARLD(amongst(ARFAs(are(of(particular(
concern,(as(many(patients(will(not(be(candidates(for(potentially(curative(liver(
transplant(because(of(their(clinical(comorbidities(and(other(social(factors.((
(
9.3.6! Does)the)cost)of)health)service)usage)by)ARFAs)represents)a)
disproportionately)large)burden)to)the)NHS)compared)to)other)service)
users?)
ARFAs(have(a(longer(average(length(of(stay(than(other(frequent(attenders,(
resulting(in(a(significant(treatment(burden.(Comparison(of(average(lengths(of(
stay(for(chronic(ARFAs(and(new(ARFAs(showed(no(significant(difference(in(
length(of(stay,(so(the(shift(in(average(length(of(stay(seen(for(ARFAs(and(ARNFAs(
in(the(year(prior(to(the(index(year(is(unlikely(to(be(due(to(new(ARFAs(joining(the(
cohort.(
(
Again,(as(reflected(in(the(2015(cohort,(it(seems(to(be(the(increase(in(average(
length(of(stay(for(ARFAs(that(has(the(biggest(influence(on(mean(OBDs(per(
person.(This(increase(in(average(length(of(stay(is(likely(to(reflect(contributions(
from(one(or(all(of(the(following(factors:(increasing(complexity(of(clinical(
condition,(increasing(severity(of(chronic(illness,(increasing(complexity(of(social(
situation(resulting(in(delayed(discharge.((
(
Reasons(for(the(drop(in(ARFA(activity(following(the(2011/12(index(year(could(be(
due(to(deaths(within(the(cohort,(or(improvement(in(health(status(within(the(
cohort,(or(access(to(treatment(elsewhere,(however(the(increase(in(mean(OBDs(
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per(person(suggest(that(the(remaining(members(of(the(cohort(are(spending(
more(time(in(hospital(each(year(and(therefore(mortality(may(play(a(more(
prominent(role(in(driving(this(decrease(in(activity(amongst(the(ARFA(cohort.((
(
Equally(ARFAs(could(be(accessing(treatments(elsewhere(such(as(local(
community(based(alcohol(services(or(assertive(outreach(services(and(activity(in(
these(types(of(services(is(not(included(within(HES.(From(the(literature,(a(pilot(
study(of(assertive(community(treatment(for(patients(with(alcohol(dependence(
demonstrated(a(reduction(in(inpatient(hospital(stays(for(the(treatment(group(
(Drummond(et(al,(2017).(Similarly,(an(assertive(outreach(treatment((AOT)(
service(for(alcohol(frequent(attenders(in(Salford,(UK(demonstrated(a(66%(
reduction(in(inpatient(hospital(admissions((151(admissions(prior(to(the(
intervention(to(50(admissions,(in(a(cohort(of(54(ARFAs)(and(reduction(in(
emergency(department(attendances(of(more(than(half((Hughes(et(al,(2013).(If(
ARFAs(were(accessing(services(similar(to(assertive(community(treatment(for(
alcohol(dependence(or(AOT,(then(it(could(be(feasible(that(the(reduction(in(OBDs(
seen(between(2011J2015(for(the(2011(ARFA(cohort(is(merely(the(shift(in(care(
burden(from(hospital(inpatient(services(moving(to(community(based(services,(
rather(than(anything(to(do(with(the(2011(cohort(getting(smaller((and(hence(
reducing(inpatient(stays)(due(to(deaths(in(the(cohort.((
(
In(study(5(presented(here,(within(3(years(of(the(index(year(the(2011(ARFA(
cohort(had(more(than(halved(in(number(while(their(average(spells(had(modestly(
increased.(Using(the(Salford(study(AOT(figures((Hughes(et(al,(2013),(if(each(of(
the(76(assertive(outreach(treatment(services(in(England((FinchamJCampbell(et(
al,(2018)(had(on(average(54(patients(as(their(caseload,(this(means(that(
potentially(4,104(patients(in(England(could(be(receiving(AOT(at(any(one(time.(If(
each(of(the(4,104(patients(stopped(being(admitted(to(inpatient(hospital(services(
altogether,(based(on(average(spells(and(lengths(of(stay(per(person(during(the(5J
year(study(period,(this(would(equate(to(241,320(fewer(OBDs(across(the(5Jyear(
study(period,(equivalent(to(a(7.9%(reduction(in(overall(OBDs(for(the(2011(cohort(
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in(study(5.(In(fact,(study(5(reported(a(reduction(in(31,386(people(and(889,659(
OBDs(across(the(5Jyear(period,(so(take(up(into(assertive(outreach(treatment,(
even(if(offered(at(all(76(services(in(England,(cannot(explain(the(full(reduction(in(
numbers(seen(for(the(2011(cohort,(and(other(factors(such(as(death(or(remission(
must(also(play(a(part.((
(
It(is(also(know(from(the(literature(that(a(substantial(proportion(of(dependent(
drinkers(are(known(to(recover(without(treatment((Rumpf(et(al,(2006)(and(
estimates(range(from(46%(of(men(with(alcohol(abuse((Hasin,(Grant(and(
Endicott,(1990)(to(82%(heavy(and(dependent(drinkers((Rumpf(et(al,(2006)(
remitting(without(treatment.(In(study(2,(investigating(ARFA(comorbidities,(
25.4%(of(males(and(26.5%(of(females(were(documented(as(having(alcohol(
dependence.(Therefore,(if(the(upper(estimate(of(natural(remission(amongst(
dependent(drinkers(also(applies(to(the(dependent(drinkers(amongst(ARFAs(
(estimated(as(13,503(people,(based(on(26%(of(51,934(initial(2011(ARFA(cohort),(
we(can(assume(that(82%(or(11,072(people(would(have(got(better(without(
treatment(anyway.(Given(the(complexity(of(ARFAs(from(a(mental(and(physical(
health(point(of(view(as(described(in(study(2,(it(may(well(be(too(grandiose(an(
assumption(to(make(that(ARFAs(could(recover(without(any(clinical(input.((
(
The(combined(estimates(of(4104(people(being(treated(in(alternative(service(
settings(and(11,072(people(remitting(without(treatment(anyway,(accounts(for(
15,176(people(in(total.(Study(4(reported(7881(deaths(in(hospital(for(ARFAs(
occurring(in(the(2011(cohort.(From(2011(to(2015(the(2011(ARFA(cohort(reduced(
by(31,386(people,(but(only(23,597(people(are(accounted(for(after(death(in(
hospital(and(through(estimates(of(natural(remission(and(receiving(treatment(in(
alternative(settings,(leaving(7,789(ARFAs(unaccounted(for.(This(could(mean(that(
7,789(ARFAs(died(at(home((and(this(would(support(the(estimates(of(50%(of(all(
deaths(taking(place(in(hospital(made(by(McCormick,(Pearson(and(White,(2016(
also(applying(to(ARFAs).(An(alternative(explanation(is(that(7,789(ARFAs(
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subsequently(had(no(contact(with(health(services(after(2011,(this(latter(
assumption(being(supported(by(previous(literature((Passetti(et(al,(2008).(
(
ARFAs(had(the(highest(average(cost(per(person(over(5(years(at(£38,189,(
followed(by(NAFA(at(£32,714,(ARNFAs(£9837(and(NANFAs(£6743.(Taking(into(
account(the(size(of(each(of(the(four(patient(groups(on(a(national(basis,(
extrapolating(these(figures(to(include(all(patients(admitted(in(England(in(2011,(
shows(that(the(cost(for(1(year(for(all(ARFAs(was(£764m(on(inpatient(admissions,(
which(was(higher(than(the(costs(for(all(other(alcohol((ARNFA)(admissions(at(
£392m,(but(lower(than(the(total(costs(for(NAFAs((£14bn)(and(NANFAs((£11bn).(
There(are(two(interesting(elements(to(these(findings.(Firstly,(that(although(
nationally(the(number(of(ARNFAs(outweighs(ARFAs(by(almost(3:1,(the(overall(
cost(of(the(ARFA(group(is(almost(double(that(for(ARNFAs.(As(previously(
discussed,(this(is(because(ARFAs(have(more(frequent(admissions(than(ARNFAs(
and(have(longer(lengths(of(stay,(due(to(their(complexity.(ARFAs(can(therefore(
be(described(as(being(higher(cost(and(higher(need(than(other((nonJfrequent)(
alcohol(admissions.((
(
Secondly,(ARFAs(made(up(0.7%(of(all(patients(in(the(2011(national(cohort,(
ARNFAs(1.9%,(NAFAs(15%(and(NANFAs(82.4%.(But(in(terms(of(share(of(total(
inpatient(costs(in(2011,(ARFAs(were(2.8%(of(costs,(ARNFAs(1.5%,(NAFAs(53.7%(
and(NANFAs(42.1%;(showing(ARFAs(to(be(the(cost(intensive(patient(group(with(
a(ratio(of(%(cost:%(patients(of(4.0;(followed(by(NAFAs(at(3.6;(ARNFAs(at((0.8;(
and(NANFAs(at(0.5.((
(
The(costs(for(ARFAs(and(ARNFAs(only(take(in(to(account(the(costs(associated(
with(admissions(for(people(who(had(a(wholly(attributable(alcohol(diagnosis.(If(
partially(attributable(conditions(were(also(taken(in(to(account,(a(much(greater(
share(of(the(overall(inpatient(NHS(costs(would(be(borne(by(ARFAs(and(ARNFAs(
than(currently.(ARFAs(would(have(the(greatest(increase(in(costs(on(account(of(
not(only(including(the(additional(people(with(partially(attributable(alcoholJ
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related(conditions(but(also(their(nonJalcohol(related(admissions(as(well((the(
definition(of(ARFA(used(was(for(3(admissions(one(of(which(must(be(alcoholJ
related).(So(for(every(1(additional(partiallyJattributable(condition(allocated(to(an(
ARFA,(there(would(be(at(least(an(additional(2(alcoholJ(or(nonJalcohol(related(
admissions(as(well.(Costs(presented(only(take(in(to(account(the(cost(of(the(
inpatient(stay(and(do(not(take(in(to(account(mental(health(inpatient,(
community(health,(ambulance,(outpatient(or(emergency(department(costs.((
(
(
9.1! Strengths)and)limitations)
(
9.1.1! Systematic)review)
Strengths(of(the(systematic(review(include(the(use(of(broad(search(criteria(for(
the(terms(relating(to(alcohol(use/dependence,(multiple(terms(for(frequently(
admitted(patients(and(also(included(searches(for(approaches(to(management.(
Despite(these(broad(terms(relatively(few(papers(were(found(and(less(still(
included(in(the(study.(No(systematic(reviews,(metaJanalyses(or(randomised(
controlled(trials(directly(comparing(the(characteristics(of(ARFAs(with(other(
frequent(attenders(were(found.(No(papers(included(the(term(“alcohol(related(
frequent(attenders”(within(the(title(and(only(one(study(used(routinely(collected(
data((HES).(Only(papers(in(English(language(were(included.((
(
9.1.2! Analyses)of)South)London)data))
One(of(the(strengths(of(these(studies(was(that(they(used(a(large(sample(and(
cases(and(controls(came(from(the(same(geographic(area,(reducing(the(potential(
for(bias.(Only(a(relatively(small(amount(of(data(was(lost(as(a(result(of(data(
cleaning.(Care(has(been(taken(to(include(all(diagnoses(within(the(analyses(of(
CIPS(and(spells(from(every(diagnostic(field(of(every(FCE,(ensuring(that(alcoholJ
related(diagnoses(were(not(missed.(The(definition(used(for(an(alcoholJrelated(
admission(and(alcoholJrelated(frequent(attender(were(purposefully(broad((only(
one(of(the(minimum(of(three(admissions(needed(to(be(classed(as(a(frequent(
attender(had(to(have(a(wholly(attributable(alcoholJrelated(diagnosis)(because(
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having(to(come(to(hospital(for(an(alcoholJrelated(cause(at(all(probably(indicates(
high(alcohol(consumption(anyway.(
(
One(of(the(major(strengths(of(the(comorbidities(study((chapter(5)(was(that(it(
included(an(inJdepth(exploration(of(additional(diagnoses(beyond(just(primary(
and(secondary(diagnoses(as(recorded(in(HES,(for(a(relatively(large(population.(
Furthermore,(the(study(was(able(to(look(specifically(at(comorbidity(for(this(
group(of(patients.(Although(alcoholJspecific(and(alcoholJrelated(hospital(
admission(rates(are(published(by(Public(Health(England((PHE)(regularly,(their(
broad(and(narrow(definitions(for(alcoholJrelated(admissions(only(include(
diagnoses(found(within(the(first(two(diagnosis(categories(within(HES.(Only(their(
alcoholJspecific(admission(rates(look(at(all(diagnostic(categories.(Therefore,(the(
comorbidities(study(is(likely(to(correctly(identify(more(patients(as(ARFAs(and(
ARNFAs(than(PHE(would,(and(equally(is(more(likely(to(uncover(a(higher(number(
of(comorbidities(than(would(be(found(by(just(considering(primary(and(
secondary(diagnoses.((
(
Another(strength(of(these(studies(is(the(definition(used(to(determine(alcohol(
admissions.(It(only(includes(wholly(attributable(alcohol(conditions,(which(means(
that(impacts(of(alcohol(can(be(directly(assessed.(However,(with(this(comes(a(
limitation(which(is(that(admissions(for(partially(attributable(alcohol(conditions(
are(not(counted(and(there(may(be(a(large(unknown(population(of(ARFAs(
admitted(with(one(or(more(partially(attributable(alcohol(conditions(who(get(
attributed(to(the(NAFA(or(NANFA(categories.(ARFA(burden(is(therefore(likely(to(
be(underestimated.((
(
Other(limitations(of(this(study(include(the(measure(of(deprivation(used(is(not(
personal(to(the(individual(but(represents(the(level(of(income(deprivation(within(
the(lower(super(output(area(that(the(person(lives(in.(Furthermore,(the(measure(
of(deprivation(linked(to(the(hospital(episode(is(populated(with(data(from(2004,(
which(in(turn(originates(from(the(2001(census(and(may(therefore(be(lagging(by(
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up(to(12(years(behind(the(actual(scenario(in(2013/14.(Within(a(London(borough,(
12(years(is(a(long(enough(period(of(time(for(an(area(to(undergo(gentrification(
and(attract(a(different(resident(population(with(very(different(income(profiles.((
(
Limitations(of(the(comorbidities(study(include(that(analysis(was(carried(out(at(a(
local(level,(and(results(are(therefore(not(necessarily(generalisable(to(other(parts(
of(the(UK(or(other(countries.(Furthermore,(the(count(of(comorbidities(used(was(
a(crude(measure(of(the(range(of(morbidities(the(person(may(be(experiencing(on(
admission.(It(is(not(a(measure(of(clinical(burden(and(makes(no(attempt(to(
compare(the(severity(or(chronicity(of(one(disease(with(another.(The(use(of(the(
Charlson(comorbidity(index(provided(a(good(overview(of(disease(burden,(
however(it(was(originally(designed(for(a(different(purpose.(It(has(nonetheless(
been(used(in(a(similar(way(to(here(in(other(studies(such(as(for(caseJmix(
adjustment.((
(
9.1.3! Analyses)of)national)data)
One(of(the(main(strengths(of(studies(3,(4(and(5(was(the(use(of(a(very(large(
sample:(the(England(national(dataset(provides(information(on(all(inpatient(
admissions(to(NHS(hospitals(in(England(for(the(5(years(included(in(the(studies.(
The(dataset(is(rich(with(details(of(not(just(primary(presenting(problem(but(up(to(
19(additional(secondary(diagnoses(coded(from(a(single(dictionary((ICD10),(
procedures(underwent,(lengths(of(stay,(nature(and(location(of(care,(
sociodemographic(data(and(discharge(data.(The(dataset(is(very(complete(
because(it(is(the(dataset(used(to(calculate(payments(to(hospitals(for(the(care(
they(have(delivered:(it(is(therefore(in(the(interests(of(hospitals(to(complete(the(
data(accurately(and(return(it(to(NHS(Digital(for(collation.(Not(only(is(the(data(
likely(to(be(very(complete(for(all(NHS(admissions,(since(only(11%(of(the(UK(
population(are(estimated(to(have(some(form(of(private(health(cover((Kingsfund,(
2014),(and(of(those(who(have(it(only(a(very(limited(number(will(have(
comprehensive(enough(insurance(to(cover(them(for(emergency(admissions(and(
chronic(illness,(it(is(likely(that(almost(all(of(the(admissions(to(hospital(both(
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private(and(NHS(for(ARFAs,(especially(those(of(an(emergency(nature(and(those(
for(ARLD,(are(included(within(the(HES(inpatient(dataset.((
(
Another(strength(of(the(large(national(dataset(is(that(cases(and(controls(came(
from(within(the(same(dataset,(reducing(the(potential(for(bias.(By(drawing(
patient(group(samples(from(the(national((England)(hospital(records(this(meant(
that(the(entire(ARFA(populations(of(2011/12(and(2015/16(could(be(included(as(
well(as(the(entire(ARNFA(populations.(There(is(therefore(no(doubt(that(these(
groups(are(representative(of(the(allJEngland(picture(and(that(study(5(provides(
accurate(estimates(of(the(prevalence(and(incidence(of(ARFAs.(Even(if(patients(
relocate(within(England,(their(hospital(data(will(still(be(captured(and(linked(to(
their(record(which(adds(to(the(dataset’s(completeness.(The(use(of(a(5Jyear(
longitudinal(dataset(allowed(new(ARFAs((those(with(no(previous(history(of(
being(an(ARFA(in(the(4(preceding(years)(to(be(distinguished(from(chronic(ARFAs.(
Together(with(the(longitudinal(nature(of(the(data(this(identification(of(new(
ARFAs(allowed(predictors(to(be(looked(at(in(the(years(prior(to(becoming(an(
ARFA(and(this(is(novel.(This(is(also(the(first(study(that(I(am(aware(of(that(
attempts(to(document(the(number(of(new(ARFAs(in(England(each(year,(as(well(
as(give(insight(into(health(service(usage(for(chronic(ARFAs.(This(is(also(the(first(
study(to(calculate(costs(for(ARFAs(over(a(5Jyear(period,(and(directly(compare(
those(estimated(costs(with(those(for(other(alcoholJrelated(nonJfrequent(
admissions(and(other(nonJalcohol(related(frequent(admissions.((
(
Up(to(now(little(has(been(known(about(the(mortality(of(ARFAs.(There(have(been(
few(studies(looking(at(alcohol(use(disorders(and(cause(specific(mortality,(and(of(
those(very(few(are(based(on(UK(populations((Roerecke,(2014).(A(major(strength(
of(study(4(therefore(is(the(investigation(of(mortality(amongst(ARFAs.(Analysing(
EnglandJwide(mortality(data(on(inJhospital(deaths(avoids(problems(associated(
with(the(variability(of(measuring(hospitalJbased(mortality(rates((Shahian,(2010).(
By(only(including(wholly(attributable(alcohol(diagnoses(within(the(definition(of(
an(alcohol(admission,(the(burden(of(alcohol(on(admissions(can(be(directly(
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attributed((unlike(for(partially(attributable(admissions).(Another(advantage(of(
this(is(the(detection(of(alcoholJattributable(outcomes(such(as(ARLD(in(patients(
who(had(not(been(recorded(as(having(a(previous(alcoholJrelated(admission,(
which(helps(to(calculate(the(extent(of(underJreporting,(underJrecording(or(
underJdiagnosing(of(conditions(during(admissions.(The(use(of(longitudinal(data(
allows(survival(probabilities(to(be(calculated(over(a(5Jyear(period(as(opposed(to(
a(1(year(snapshot(of(deaths.((
(
A(limitation(of(the(study(into(predictors(of(ARFA(was(that(predictors(were(
limited(to(those(fields(contained(in(the(HES(dataset.(We(know(from(the(
literature(that(other(characteristics(influence(alcohol(and(frequent(attending,(
such(as(marital(status,(employment,(contact(with(the(criminal(justice(system(
(Rosenblatt(and(Mayer,(1974;(Holland(and(Evenson,(1984;(Fagan(et(al,(2014).(It(
would(only(be(possible(to(include(these(predictors(by(undertaking(data(linkage(
between(datasets.((
(
One(of(the(main(limitations(of(the(mortality(study(is(that(only(deaths(in(hospital(
are(included,(not(deaths(outside(the(hospital.(Therefore,(these(rates(are(likely(
to(be(an(underestimate(by(as(much(as(50%((McCormick,(Pearson(and(White,(
2016)(for(each(category(of(patient.(This(limitation(could(be(addressed(through(
the(addition(of(linked(ONS(mortality(data(to(the(dataset.((Another(limitation(is(
missing(data:(almost(20%(of(the(data(included(erroneous(or(missing(admission(
dates(so(had(to(be(excluded(from(the(mortality(analysis.(Therefore,(the(rates(
presented(are(likely(to(be(an(underestimate(of(mortality,(however(the(
underestimate(is(likely(to(be(consistent(across(all(patient(categories.((
(
Costs(were(based(on(average(inpatient(spell(costs(and(average(lengths(of(stays(
calculated(for(each(of(the(4(patient(groups(rather(than(individual(costs(of(each(
patient(within(a(group.(Therefore,(the(main(limitation(of(the(study(is(that(the(
estimate(of(costs(may(be(an(underestimate(given(that(other(results(reported(in(
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this(thesis(suggest(ARFAs(to(be(more(complex(than(other(patient(groups((and(
therefore(likely(to(incur(higher(costs(through(HRG).((
(
9.4! Recommendations)for)further)research))
(
Based(on(the(findings(presented,(further(development(of(models(to(aid(clinical(
decision(making(for(practitioners(treating(ARFAs(as(they(present,(and(further(
investigation(of(the(outcomes(for(ARFAs(are(recommended(and(discussed(in(
more(detail(below.(In(addition,(recommendations(for(the(investigation(of(
deaths(in(hospital(for(ARNFAs(is(recommended.(((
(
9.4.1! Risk)stratification)of)ARFAs)to)aid)clinical)decision)making)
The(term(ARFA(is(a(relatively(broad(term(to(describe(a(very(heterogenous(group(
of(patients,(as(shown(by(the(data(presented.(ARFAs(include(patients(with(a(wide(
spectrum(of(illnesses(and(different(stages(of(illness,(from(the(repeat(acutely(
intoxicated(attender(to(the(chronically(readmitted(ARLD(patient.(Stratification(
of(ARFAs(based(on(comorbidity(would(therefore(be(useful(to(the(practitioner(in(
recommending(appropriate(onward(referral(and(treatment.(Based(on(the(
predictors(of(being(an(ARFA(identified(to(date(the(development(of(a(model(that(
generates(a(ranked(list(of(patients(prioritised(by(risk(of(multiple(admissions(
from(alcohol,(to(be(used(in(realJtime,(populated(by(routinely(collected(data(
from(electronic(patient(records(in(the(hospital(setting,(could(prevent(future(
readmissions.(Ultimately(this(could(make(it(possible(to(identify(ARFAs(who(could(
be(treated(in(an(alternative(nonJinpatient(setting,(thus(identifying(“avoidable”(
admissions.(A(reduction(by(10%(of(nonJelective(ARFA(admissions(in(a(year(
would(equate(to(NHS(savings(of(£17.9m(annually.((
(
Characteristics(which(are(not(available(within(HES(data(for(use(in(the(modelling(
but(have(been(shown(by(previous(studies(to(be(associated(with(alcohol(related(
frequent(attending(and(admissions(include(various(biochemical(markers,(marital(
and(employment(status(and(drinking(levels.(Future(research(could(include(
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linking(additional(data(to(HES(in(the(model(from(surveys(and(audits(of(patient(
records.(((
(
9.4.2! Further)investigation)of)ARFA)pathways)and)outcomes))
The(studies(presented(here(have(revealed(that(transition(to(ARFA(status(often(
occurs(before(diagnosis(of(ARLD.(This(prompts(the(question,(what(is(the(clinical(
picture(for(ARFAs(when(they(first(become(ARFAs(and(what(disease(processes(
are(happening(between(being(diagnosed(as(an(ARFA(and(developing(ARLD?(
More(detailed(ARFA(disease(pathway(work(would(help(answer(this(question,(
and(would(be(facilitated(by(mapping(the(transitions(of(individual(patients(across(
a(5(or(10Jyear(period(of(time.(((
(
The(data(also(suggest(links(between(ARFA(status(and(renal(disease.(The(reasons(
for(the(link(are(not(clear(from(the(data(presented.(Renal(disease(could(be(
partially(alcoholJattributable;(or(chronic(renal(patients(may(increase(their(
alcohol(consumption(as(a(result(of(their(disease,(to(“selfJmedicate”;(or(the(link(
maybe(something(else(such(as(serious(mental(illness((higher(levels(associated(
with(alcohol(and(possible(links(between(treatments(for(serious(mental(illness,(
e.g.(lithium(and(development(of(renal(disease((Iwagami(et(al,(2018).(This(
deserves(further(exploration(as(may(reveal(an(area(of(alcoholJrelated(morbidity(
yet(to(be(fully(investigated.((
(
Outcomes(apart(from(ARLD(for(ARFAs(also(require(further(analysis.(In(particular(
mental(health(outcomes,(and(the(burden(of(ARFA’s(mental(health(requirements(
on(the(NHS(should(be(calculated.(This(is(particularly(topical,(where(mental(
health(services(currently(focus(on(treating(those(with(severe(mental(illness,(
rather(than(those(with(common(mental(disorders(such(as(anxiety,(depression(
and(other(diagnoses(such(as(personality(disorder.(Addiction(services(tend(not(to(
be(able(to(cater(for(these(mental(health(diagnoses(either(and(so(patients(with(
these(diagnoses(plus(an(alcohol(problem(are(not(well(served.(The(extent(of(the(
problem(has(not(been(fully(assessed,(and(if(for(example(such(an(exercise(
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identified(that(10%(of(nonJelective(inpatient(admissions(for(ARFAs(could(be(
avoided(if(other(services(were(able(to(serve(those(needs(of(patients,(this(could(
potentially(release(£17.9m(annually(from(the(NHS’(inpatient(care(budget.((
(
Cause(of(death(for(ARFAs(remains(uninvestigated(as,(despite(best(efforts,(I(was(
unable(to(access(linked(HESJONS(mortality(data(within(the(timescales(of(this(
project.(A(report(on(deaths(from(alcohol(related(liver(disease(in(2013((NCEPOD,(
2013)(did(not(specifically(include(reference(to(alcohol(related(frequent(
attenders.(Exploration(of(pathways(to(death(for(those(with(alcohol(use(
disorders(has(been(highlighted(by(other(authors(as(a(priority(and(current(
research(in(this(area(considered(to(be(rudimentary((Roerecke(and(Rehm,(2014).((
(
9.4.3! Deaths)within)30)days)for)ARNFAs)
An(unexpected(finding(from(survival(analysis(was(the(high(mortality(rate(for(
ARNFAs(within(30(days(of(hospital(admission(compared(to(other(patient(groups(
including(ARNFAs.(This(warrants(further(investigation,(by(clinical(audit(of(patient(
notes(and(through(data(analysis(at(scale.(With(the(addition(of(ONS(mortality(
data,(cause(of(death(could(be(investigated.((
(
9.5! Implications)for)practice)
(
Findings(from(the(studies(presented(have(implications(for(practice(in(terms(of:((
1.! Better(recognition(of(the(complexity(of(ARFA(patients(at(clinical(
presentation(enabling(referral(on(to(appropriate(specialist(alcohol(care;(
2.! It(may(be(possible(to(identify(ARFAs(at(an(earlier(stage,(when(they(may(
be(more(amenable(to(treatment(and(more(options(for(targeting(
preventive(treatments(are(available,(resulting(in(improved(health(
outcomes(and(cost(savings;(and(
3.! It(may(be(possible(to(predict(some(outcomes(for(ARFAs,(targeting(
treatment(more(efficiently.((
4.! Whether(current(policies(address(the(needs(of(ARFA(patients.((
(
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Each(of(these(are(discussed(in(more(detail(in(the(following(sections.((
(
9.5.1! Better)recognition)of)the)complexity)of)ARFA)patients)and)referral)to)
specialist)treatment)
One(major(finding(was(the(high(level(of(complexity(of(ARFA(patients.(They(have(
more(physical(and(mental(health(problems(and(are(more(socioeconomically(
disadvantaged(than(other(patient(groups.(Consequently,(and(again(
demonstrated(by(the(data,(they(have(poorer(health(outcomes.(In(addition,(a(
wholly(attributable(alcohol(diagnosis(does(not(have(to(be(their(main(presenting(
problem,(in(fact(they(are(more(likely(to(present(with(a(physical(illJhealth(
diagnosis(which,(when(coupled(with(a(history(of(alcohol(use,(could(indicate(an(
ARFA(patient.((
(
A(national(survey(of(assertive(outreach(services(for(ARFAs((FinchamJCampbell,(
2018)(found(76(services(across(England(offering(assertive(outreach(treatment(
for(ARFAs(between(December(2015(and(June(2016.(The(majority(included(a(
multiJdisciplinary(team(and(offered(extended(support(including(advice(on(
housing,(mental(and(physical(health(in(addition(to(alcohol(treatment.(A(
randomised(controlled(trial(of(assertive(outreach(treatment(for(people(who(
frequently(attend(hospital(is(currently(underway((NIHR,(2016).(Public(Health(
England(have(recently(set(out(pathways(for(referral(to(specialist(care(from(
hospital(for(alcoholJrelated(highJcost(highJintensity(service(users((PHE,(2018a).(
(
9.5.2! Early)identification)of)ARFAs)and)prevention))
At(what(point(should(attempts(at(prevention(of(alcoholJrelated(frequent(
admissions(or(intervention(to(reduce(the(number(of(admissions(occur?(Using(
the(prevention(framework(including(primordial,(primary,(secondary(or(tertiary(
approaches,(in(the(following(section(each(model(is(explored(in(terms(of(the(
impact(it(could(potentially(have(on(use(of(health(services((Blackwood(and(
Currie,(2009).((
(
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Scenario)1:)tertiary)preventionR)treating)ARFA)problems)in)an)alternative)
specialist)setting)other)than)hospital))
Tertiary(prevention,(or(the(application(of(measures(to(reduce(or(eliminate(longJ
term(impairments(and(minimise(morbidity(caused(by(existing(health(problems,(
is(particularly(applicable(to(ARFAs(who(typically(have(multiple(chronic(medical(
conditions(and(complex(social(problems.((Specialist(measures(such(as(assertive(
outreach(treatment(could(be(described(as(tertiary(prevention.(Assertive(
outreach(treatment(aims(to(take(a(case(management(approach(to(alcohol(use(
disorder(patients,(wherever(they(are(in(the(community(or(hospital,(actively(
seeking(them(out(if(required,(and(offers(multidisciplinary(input(to(addressing(
problems(holistically(and(early(findings(are(promising((Drummond(et(al,(2017;(
Hughes(et(al,(2013).(If(more(patients(could(be(treated(in(the(community,(would(
ARFAs(no(longer(be(an(issue(for(hospitals(in(terms(of(the(burden(they(place(on(
services?((
(
Once(referred(to(an(AOT(service,(ARFA(status(could(potentially(attenuate((as(
number(of(hospital(admissions(reduces(because(treatment(is(being(received(
elsewhere)(though(late(sequelae(of(harmful(and(dependent(drinking(may(not.(
This(may(result(in(a(different(pattern(of(health(service(usage(by(ARFAs(being(
observed(which(resembles(more(of(a(binomial(distribution(or(“mJshape”(on(the(
graph(of(OBDs(versus(time(rather(than(the(normal(distribution(or(“nJshape”(
observed(in(figure(16,(chapter(8.(The(first(upstroke(of(the(mJshape(would(be(
formed(as(nonJfrequent(alcohol(attenders(incur(an(alcoholJrelated(admission(
along(with(other(admissions((caused(by(their(increased(propensity(to(
experience(multiple(diseases(than(nonJalcohol(related(patients).(After(3(
admissions(they(would(reach(ARFA(status(and(this(in(itself(could(trigger(an(
intervention(that(moves(care(of(the(ARFA(in(to(the(community.(As(a(result,(
ARFA(hospital(admissions((and(OBDs)(would(start(to(fall((the(first(downstroke(of(
the(mJshape(curve).(However,(this(would(be(happening(against(a(backdrop(of(
growing(morbidity(from(prolonged(and(harmful/dependent(drinking,(which(
study(4(demonstrates(includes(high(levels(of(ARLD,(which(would(result(in(the(
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community(being(a(lessJsuitable(environment(for(treatment(of(ARFA(problems,(
consequently(hospital(admissions(and(occupied(bed(days(increasing(again((the(
second(upstroke(of(the(mJshape).(The(continually(increasing(morbidity(levels(
over(time(resulting(from(harmful/dependent(drinking(would(now(also(be(
resulting(in(increasing(mortality(amongst(the(ARFA(group,(as(a(result,(
admissions(start(to(fall(as(the(cohort(reduces(in(number(and(OBDs(reduce(in(
tandem((the(second(downstroke(of(the(mJshape(curve).((
(
Scenario)2:)secondary)preventionR)reducing)drinking)levels)for)ARFAs)and)
screening)for)other)disease)
Secondary(prevention(employs(measures(to(detect(early(signs(of(ill(health(and(
implement(appropriate(treatment(and(interventions.(In(the(context(of(ARFAs(
secondary(prevention(includes(measures(to(reduce(alcohol(intake(for(ARFAs(as(
well(as(screening(ARFAs(for(other(conditions,(including(infections,(respiratory(
disease(and(diabetes((Roerecke(and(Rehm,(2014).(Of(particular(relevance(to(
ARFAs,(as(highlighted(by(this(study,(is(the(potential(opportunity(for(screening(
for(ARLD(amongst(ARFAs,(as(ARFAs(have(been(identified(as(being(at(increased(
risk(of(developing(ARLD(both(in(this(study(and(others((Westwood(et(al,(2017).(
Indeed,(the(National(Confidential(Enquiry(into(Patient(Outcome(and(Death(
(NCEPOD)(in(2013(highlighted(the(need(for(earlier(identification(of(ARLD(
patients(to(receive(earlier(treatment((NCEPOD,(2013).(The(likely(impact(of(
secondary(prevention(on(the(shape(of(the(graph(of(OBDs(against(time(would(be(
a(flattening(of(the(bell(curve(observed(in(figure(16,(chapter(8.(Anyone(with(a(
history(of(alcohol(related(or(multiple(admissions(would(be(screened(for(early(
signs(of(ARLD,(preventing(further(admissions(and(reducing(OBDs.(Known(ARFAs(
screened(for(infections,(respiratory(disease,(diabetes(and(mental(health(
problems(would(receive(earlier(interventions,(again,(preventing(future(
admissions(and(reducing(OBDs.((
(
Secondary(prevention(would(also(include(universal(screening(of(all(hospital(
inpatients(for(harmful(and(hazardous(drinking(with(subsequent(offer(of(brief(
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advice(or(referral(on(to(specialist(care(depending(on(drinking(levels.(In(the(UK(
this(is(already(being(implemented((see(section(9.5.4(below)((Drummond,(
2017a).((
(
Scenario)3:)primary)(before)ARFA))prevention))
Primary(prevention(refers(to(the(prevention(of(disease(through(the(control(of(
exposure(to(risk(factors.(In(the(case(of(controlling(risk(factors(for(becoming(an(
ARFA,(this(would(mean(reducing(levels(of(alcohol(intake(in(the(whole(
population.(Strategies(for(primary(prevention(can(include(populationJwide(
strategies(as(well(as(targeted,(highJrisk(strategies(focusing(on(population(subJ
groups.(Taxation(to(reduce(alcohol(sales((such(as(setting(a(floor(for(the(
minimum(price(that(a(unit(of(alcohol(can(be(sold(for(known(as(“minimum(unit(
pricing”,(MUP)(is(one(such(approach.(Given(the(association(between(ARFAs(and(
low(socioJeconomic(status,(this(is(likely(to(have(a(bigger(impact(on(those(who(
are(least(able(to(afford(it,(who(as(shown(by(this(study,(are(also(the(same(people(
who(are(most(likely(to(become(ARFAs.(Screening(for(alcohol(amongst(all(
patients(in(the(community,(through(GPs(and(alternative(approaches(for(
delivering(interventions(and(brief(advice((IBA)(are(also(other(options(for(
delivering(primary(prevention((PHE,(2018).(The(likely(impact(of(primary(
prevention(on(the(shape(of(the(graph(of(OBDs(against(time(would(be(a(
flattening(of(the(bell(curve(observed(in(figure(1,(chapter(8(and(less(steep(
upward(gradient(at(the(start(of(the(graph,(as(primary(prevention(should(result(in(
fewer(alcoholJrelated(admissions(to(hospital,(as(peoples’(alcohol(issues(are(
addressed(prior(to(ever(reaching(hospital.(
(
Scenario)4:)primordial)prevention))
Primordial(prevention(seeks(to(prevent(development(of(a(risk(factor,(at(a(very(
early(stage,(even(before(the(activities(which(encourage(the(emergence(of(
lifestyles.(In(the(case(of(primordial(prevention(of(ARFA,(since(age(of(first(
problem(drinking(is(directly(linked(to(dependence((Grant,(1997),(this(would(
include(preventing(of(the(marketing(of(alcohol(to(children(and(education(based(
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programmes(around(harms(of(alcohol(in(schools.(The(impact(of(primordial(
prevention(on(the(shape(of(the(graph(of(OBDs(against(time(would(be(a(
flattening(of(the(bell(curve(observed(in(figure(1,(chapter(8(and(less(steep(
upward(gradient(at(the(start(of(the(graph,(as(primordial(prevention(should(
result(in(fewer(alcoholJrelated(admissions(to(hospital,(with(fewer(problem(
drinkers(in(the(population.(
(
9.5.3! Predicting)outcomes)for)ARFAs))
From(a(practical(point(of(view,(is(it(important(to(be(able(to(distinguish(one(
alcoholJrelated(patient(from(anotherJ(in(other(words,(between(a(potential(ARFA(
versus(an(ARNFA?(Clinically,(this(is(probably(not(feasible(in(terms(of(being(able(
to(deal(with(the(immediate(presenting(problem(facing(the(practitioner(in(the(
treatment(room.(But(taking(into(consideration(the(findings(from(chapter(5(
which(showed(that(ARFAs(are(more(complex(than(ARNFAs(and(other(patient(
groups,(then(being(able(to(differentiate(between(a(potentially(more(complex(
patient(than(a(less(complex(one(is(important,(in(terms(of(the(wider(clinical(input(
from(across(the(specialties(the(patient(needs.(A(clinician(would(need(to(take(in(
to(account(factors(such(as(the(presence(of(a(chronic(alcohol(diagnosis(and(
multiple(previous(inpatient(admissions,(relative(to(a(person’s(younger(years,(to(
result(in(them(having(a(higher(suspicion(of(the(patient(becoming(an(ARFA(in(the(
future.(From(a(nonJclinical(point(of(view,(distinction(between(an(ARFA(and(an(
ARNFA(will(have(operational(and(economic(consequences(from(the(health(
service(perspective.((
(
9.6! Implications)for)policy)
)
According(to(the(OECD,(fiscal(policy(is(the(most(costJeffective(option(for(
reduction(of(alcohol(consumption,(in(addition(to(regulating(marketing(of(
alcohol.(Fiscal(policy(can(include(taxation(and(minimum(unit(pricing.(The(OECD(
suggested(that(a(combination(of(alcohol(policies(may(help(change(social(norms(
around(drinking(to(increase(the(impact(on(alcoholJrelated(harm((OECD,(2015).(
Minimum(unit(pricing(was(implemented(in(Scotland(in(May(2018(and(is(
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predicted(to(prevent(8000(hospital(admissions(per(year.(At(the(end(of(2017(
Welsh(government(introduced(the(Public(Health((Minimum(Price(for(Alcohol)(
(Wales)(Bill.(A(new(alcohol(strategy(for(Ireland(includes(minimum(unit(pricing.(
(Williams(et(al,(2018).(MUP(is(not(part(of(current(policy(in(England.(
(
Although(there(is(currently(no(overJarching(national(strategy(for(alcohol(in(
England,(alcoholJrelated(crime(objectives(were(set(in(2016(in(the(“Modern(
crime(prevention(strategy”((Home(Office,(2016)(and(national(“Commissioning(
for(quality(and(innovation(scheme”((CQUIN)(which(are(being(introduced(to(
mental(health(trusts(and(community(trusts(in(2017/18J2018/19(and(acute(trusts(
in(2018/19,(to(focus(on(alcohol((NHS(England,(2017).(Specifically(the(CQUIN(
refers(to:(establishing(information(systems(that(enable(alcohol(interventions(to(
be(recorded;(train(relevant(staff(to(confidently(deliver(alcohol(identification(and(
brief(advice;(and(establish(a(baseline(level(of(performance(for(alcohol(screening(
and(alcohol(brief(advice(or(referral.(Trusts(are(incentivised(to(deliver(the(CQUIN:(
the(incentive(is(25%(of(0.25%((0.0625%)(of(the(actual(annual(value(of(the(
aggregate(of(all(payments(made(to(a(provider(for(services(delivered(under(NHS(
contract((NHS(England,(2018).(If(trusts(are(meeting(the(50%(target(by(the(end(of(
quarter(4,(2018/19(and(are(improving(in(the(meantime,(for(percentage(of(
unique(adult(patients(who(are(screened(for(drinking(risk(levels(AND(whose(
results(are(recorded(in(local(data(systems(they(will(receive(the(additional(
0.0625%(income.(A(further(25%(of(0.25%((0.0625%)(is(available(for(meeting(the(
target(80%(of(unique(patients(who(drink(alcohol(above(lowJrisk(levels(to(be(
given(brief(advice(or(offered(a(specialist(referral(if(potentially(alcohol(dependent(
(NHS(England,(2017).((
(
In(2018(Public(Health(England((PHE)(released(guidance(on(alcohol(and(drug(
prevention,(treatment(and(recovery((PHE,(2018).(PHE(concluded(that(alcohol(
screening(and(brief(interventions,(together(with(rolling(out(of(alcohol(care(
teams(and(alcohol(assertive(outreach(teams(will(produce(costJeffective(returns(
on(investment.(There(are(currently(no(financial(incentives(associated(with(
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activity(amongst(alcohol(assertive(outreach(teams(but(in(future(the(CQUIN(
scheme(could(include(this.(Although(the(alcohol(screening(and(brief(advice(
incentives(do(include(referring(dependent(drinkers(on(to(teams(for(specialist(
input,(they(do(not(mandate(the(use(of(alcohol(assertive(outreach(teams.(Whilst(
a(recent(survey(revealed(there(to(be(76(assertive(outreach(treatment(services(in(
England((FinchamJCampbell(et(al,(2018)(only(6(of(the(37(schemes(that(were(
studied(in(depth(were(found(to(be(offering(full(assertive(outreach(service,(
meaning(that(many(ARFAs(still(have(no(access(at(all(to(assertive(outreach(and(
some(receive(a(less(intense(variant(of(the(original(model.(Unless(future(
commissioning(policies(are(expanded(to(include(treatment(services(and(address(
tertiary(prevention,(a(substantial(proportion(of(ARFAs(will(remain(stuck(in(the(
gap(between(acute(hospital(care,(mental(health(and(addiction(services,(and(
continue(to(reinforce(the(“revolving(door”(paradigm(of(hospital(care,(
exacerbating(the(consequent(but(preventable(financial(burden.((
(
9.7! Conclusions))
(
These(novel(studies(measuring(the(scale(of(alcoholJrelated(frequent(hospital(
admissions(in(England(over(a(5Jyear(period(and(associated(burden(have(
identified(a(typical(ARFA(as(being(male,(aged(approximately(55(years,(living(in(a(
more(deprived(area,(with(multiple(physical(and(mental(health(comorbidities(
including(a(chronic(alcohol(diagnosis.(ARFAs(are(more(complex(than(other(
patient(groups(and(alcohol(is(a(key(factor(in(causing(inpatient(admissions((often(
the(primary(diagnosis)(rather(than(being(an(incidental(finding.(((
(
ARFAs’(medical(history(is(chronic(in(nature(and(10%(of(ARFAs(are(frequently(
admitted(to(hospital(every(year(for(5(years.(ARFAs(have(poor(health(outcomes:(
with(higher(prevalence(rates(of(alcohol(related(liver(disease(seen(amongst(the(
ARFA(group,(compared(to(the(3(other(patient(groups.(Kaplan(Meier(survival(
curves(show(ARFAs(to(have(a(lower(probability(of(survival(at(5(years(than(the(
other(patient(groups(and(this(is(without(the(inclusion(of(deaths(outside(the(
hospital.((
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(
Risk(factors(for(being(an(ARFA((age,(gender,(income,(comorbidities,(alcohol(
admission)(are(present(up(to(3(years((and(possibly(further)(ahead(of(becoming(
an(ARFA(indicating(that(there(is(scope(for(preventative(interventions.(
Furthermore,(ARFAs(are(often(frequent(attenders(before(any(diagnosis(of(ARLD(
has(been(made(and(as(such(provide(an(easily(identifiable((though(not(
necessarily(easily(reachable)(group(for(alcoholJrelated(liver(disease(prevention(
activities,(given(that(ARLD(will(soon(take(over(ischaemic(heart(disease(in(terms(
of(years(of(working(lives(lost.(((
(
Nationally,(ARFAs(are(significant(enough(in(number(to(place(a(substantial(
burden(on(the(NHS:(ARFAs(had(the(highest(average(cost(per(person(over(5(years(
compared(to(the(three(other(patient(groups((ARNFAs,(NAFAs(and(NANFAs).(An(
average(ARFA(occupies(10(extra(bed(days(per(year(compared(to(a(nonJalcohol(
frequent(attender(and(this(is(because(ARFAs(have(longer(lengths(of(stay(
compared(to(other(groups.((
(
Prevention(strategies(for(ARFA(should(be(expanded(to(include(tertiary(
prevention(approaches(as(well(as(specialist(treatment(for(this(highly(complex,(
highJcost,(highJneed(group(of(patients,(to(reduce(harm(from(alcohol(and(
alcoholJrelated(hospital(admissions.((
(
There(is(considerable(scope(for(further(research(to(build(on(the(findings(of(this(
thesis.(Further(research(to(aid(the(development(of(clinical(decision(making(
models(for(practitioners(could(alter(the(pathway(and(outcomes(for(patients,(as(
well(as(impacting(on(use(of(health(service(resources.(Further(investigation(of(
outcomes(for(ARFAs,(especially(deaths(outside(of(hospital(and(cause(of(death(
would(contribute(to(a(greater(understanding(of(the(disease(processes(for(
ARFAs.(Linked(to(this,(more(detailed(research(in(to(the(disease(pathway(
between(initial(ARFA(diagnosis(and(development(of(ARLD(would(provide(insight(
into(a(hugely(important(but(currently(lessJwell(described(clinical(picture.((
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(
11!Appendices)
(
11.1!Measures)of)deprivation)
(
Index)of)multiple)deprivation,)domains)
Seven(domains(of(deprivation(are(combined(to(produce(the(overall(Index(of(
Multiple(Deprivation,(each(of(which(contains(a(number(of(component(
indicators.(The(criteria(for(inclusion(of(these(indicators(are(that(they(should(be(
‘domain(specific’(and(appropriate(for(the(purpose(of(measuring(major(features(
of(that(deprivation;(upJtoJdate;(capable(of(being(updated(on(a(regular(basis;(
statistically(robust;(and(available(for(the(whole(of(England(at(a(small(area(level(
in(a(consistent(form.((
(
Income(Deprivation(Domain((
The(Income(Deprivation(Domain(measures(the(proportion(of(the(population(in(
an(area(experiencing(deprivation(relating(to(low(income.(The(definition(of(low(
income(used(includes(both(those(people(that(are(outJofJwork,(and(those(that(
are(in(work(but(who(have(low(earnings((and(who(satisfy(the(respective(means(
tests).(A(combined(count(of(income(deprived(individuals(per(LowerJlayer(Super(
Output(Area(is(calculated(by(summing(the(following(six(nonJoverlapping(
indicators:((
•! Adults(and(children(in(incomeJbased(Jobseeker’s(Allowance(families((
•! Adults(and(children(in(incomeJbased(Employment(and(Support(
Allowance(Families((
•! Adults(and(children(in(Pension(Credit((Guarantee)(families((
•! Adults(and(children(in(Working(Tax(Credit(and(Child(Tax(Credit(families(
not(already(counted,(that(is(those(who(are(not(in(receipt(of(Income(
Support,(incomeJbased(Jobseeker’s(Allowance,(incomeJbased(
Employment(and(Support(Allowance(or(Pension(Credit((Guarantee)(and(
whose(equivalised(income((excluding(housing(benefit)(is(below(60(per(
cent(of(the(median(before(housing(costs((
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(
•! Asylum(seekers(in(England(in(receipt(of(subsistence(support,(
accommodation(support,(or(both.((
In(addition(an(Income(Deprivation(Affecting(Children(Index(and(an(Income(
Deprivation(Affecting(Older(People(Index(were(created,(respectively(
representing(the(proportion(of(children(aged(0J15,(and(people(aged(60(and(
over,(living(in(income(deprived(households.((
Employment(Deprivation(Domain((
The(Employment(Deprivation(Domain(measures(the(proportion(of(the(working(
age(population(in(an(area(involuntarily(excluded(from(the(labour(market.(This(
includes(people(who(would(like(to(work(but(are(unable(to(do(so(due(to(
unemployment,(sickness(or(disability,(or(caring(responsibilities.(A(combined(
count(of(employment(deprived(individuals(per(LowerJlayer(Super(Output(Area(is(
calculated(by(summing(the(following(five(nonJoverlapping(indicators:((
•! Claimants(of(Jobseeker’s(Allowance((both(contributionJbased(and(
incomeJ(based),(women(aged(18(to(59(and(men(aged(18(to(64((
•! Claimants(of(Employment(and(Support(Allowance,(women(aged(18(to(59(
and(men(aged(18(to(64((
•! Claimants(of(Incapacity(Benefit,(women(aged(18(to(59(and(men(aged(18(
to(64((
•! Claimants(of(Severe(Disablement(Allowance,(women(aged(18(to(59(and(
men(aged(18(to(64((
•! Claimants(of(Carer’s(Allowance,(women(aged(18(to(59(and(men(aged(18(
to(64.((
Education,(Skills(and(Training(Deprivation(Domain((
The(Education,(Skills(and(Training(Domain(measures(the(lack(of(attainment(and(
skills(in(the(local(population.(The(indicators(fall(into(two(subJdomains:(one(
relating(to(children(and(young(people(and(one(relating(to(adult(skills.(These(two(
subJ(domains(are(designed(to(reflect(the(‘flow’(and(‘stock’(of(educational(
disadvantage(within(an(area(respectively.(That(is,(the(‘children(and(young(
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(
people’(subJdomain(measures(the(attainment(of(qualifications(and(associated(
measures((‘flow’),(while(the(‘skills’(subJdomain(measures(the(lack(of(
qualifications(in(the(resident(working(age(adult(population((‘stock’).((
Children(and(Young(People(subJdomain((
•! Key(Stage(2(attainment:(The(average(points(score(of(pupils(taking(
reading,(writing(and(mathematics(Key(Stage(2(exam
(
(
•! Key(Stage(4(attainment:(The(average(capped(points(score(of(pupils(
taking(Key(Stage(4((
•! Secondary(school(absence:(The(proportion(of(authorised(and(
unauthorised(absences(from(secondary(school((
•! Staying(on(in(education(post(16:(The(proportion(of(young(people(not(
staying(on(in(school(or(nonJadvanced(education(above(age(16((
•! Entry(to(higher(education:(A(measure(of(young(people(aged(under(21(
not(entering(higher(education.((
Adult(Skills(subJdomain((
The(Adult(Skills(subJdomain(is(a(nonJoverlapping(count(of(two(indicators:(&
•! Adult(skills:(The(proportion(of(working(age(adults(with(no(or(low(
qualifications,(women(aged(25(to(59(and(men(aged(25(to(64(
•! English(language(proficiency:(The(proportion(of(working(age(adults(who(
cannot(speak(English(or(cannot(speak(English(well,(women(aged(25(to(59(
and(men(aged(25(to(64.((
Health(Deprivation(and(Disability(Domain((
The(Health(Deprivation(and(Disability(Domain(measures(the(risk(of(premature(
death(and(the(impairment(of(quality(of(life(through(poor(physical(or(mental(
health.(The(domain(measures(morbidity,(disability(and(premature(mortality(but(
not(aspects(of(behaviour(or(environment(that(may(be(predictive(of(future(
health(deprivation.(&
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(
•! Years(of(potential(life(lost:(An(age(and(sex(standardised(measure(of(
premature(death(&
•! Comparative(illness(and(disability(ratio:(An(age(and(sex(standardised(
morbidity/disability(ratio(&
•! Acute(morbidity:(An(age(and(sex(standardised(rate(of(emergency(
admission(to(hospital(&
•! Mood(and(anxiety(disorders:(A(composite(based(on(the(rate(of(adults(
suffering(from(mood(and(anxiety(disorders,(hospital(episodes(data,(
suicide(mortality(data(and(health(benefits(data.((
Crime(Domain((
Crime(is(an(important(feature(of(deprivation(that(has(major(effects(on(
individuals(and(communities.(The(Crime(Domain(measures(the(risk(of(personal(
and(material(victimisation(at(local(level.(&
•! Violence(–(number(of(reported(violent(crimes((18(reported(crime(types)(
per(1000(at(risk(population(&
•! Burglary(–(number(of(reported(burglaries((4(reported(crime(types)(per(
1000(at(risk(population(&
•! Theft(–(number(of(reported(thefts((5(reported(crime(types)(per(1000(at(
risk(population(&
•! Criminal(damage(–(number(of(reported(crimes((8(reported(crime(types)(
per(1000(at(risk(population.((
Barriers(to(Housing(and(Services(Domain((
This(domain(measures(the(physical(and(financial(accessibility(of(housing(and(key(
local(services.(The(indicators(fall(into(two(subJdomains:(‘geographical(barriers’,(
which(relate(to(the(physical(proximity(of(local(services,(and(‘wider(barriers’(
which(includes(issues(relating(to(access(to(housing(such(as(affordability.(&
(
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(
Geographical)Barriers)subRdomain))
•! Road(distance(to(a(post(office((
•! Road(distance(to(a(primary(school((
•! Road(distance(to(a(general(store(or(supermarket((
•! Road(distance(to(a(GP(surgery.((
Wider)Barriers)subRdomain))
•! Household(overcrowding:(The(proportion(of(all(households(in(a(LowerJ
layer(Super(Output(Area(which(are(judged(to(have(insufficient(space(to(
meet(the(household’s(needs((
•! Homelessness:(Local(authority(district(level(rate(of(acceptances(for(
housing(assistance(under(the(homelessness(provisions(of(the(1996(
Housing(Act,(assigned(to(the(constituent(LowerJlayer(Super(Output(
Areas((
•! Housing(affordability:(Difficulty(of(access(to(ownerJoccupation(or(the(
private(rental(market,(expressed(as(the(inability(to(afford(to(enter(owner(
occupation(or(the(private(rental(market.((
Living(Environment(Deprivation(Domain((
The(Living(Environment(Deprivation(Domain(measures(the(quality(of(the(local(
environment.(The(indicators(fall(into(two(subJdomains.(The(‘indoors’(living(
environment(measures(the(quality(of(housing;(while(the(‘outdoors’(living(
environment(contains(measures(of(air(quality(and(road(traffic(accidents.((
Indoors)subRdomain))
•! Houses(without(central(heating:(The(proportion(of(houses(that(do(not(
have(central(heating((
•! Housing(in(poor(condition:(The(proportion(of(social(and(private(homes(
that(fail(to(meet(the(Decent(Homes(standard.((
(
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(
Outdoors)subRdomain))
•! Air(quality:(A(measure(of(air(quality(based(on(emissions(rates(for(four(
pollutants((
•! Road(traffic(accidents(involving(injury(to(pedestrians(and(cyclists:(A(
measure(of(road(traffic(accidents(involving(injury(to(pedestrians(and(
cyclists(among(the(resident(and(workplace(population.(
( (
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(
11.2! Plots)of)transformed)variables)Chapter)4,)section)4.3.9)and)4.3.10)
(
(
(
Figure(18:(Distribution(of(transformed(variable(for(total(admissions((l_CIPS_tot)(
(
(
(
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(
Figure(19:(Plot(of(distribution(of(log(of(total(alcohol(admissions(
(
